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ABSTRACT 
 With the rising popularity of artisanal cheese in the United States, the soft washed 
rind category has emerged as a fast-growing segment of the marketplace. There is much 
anecdotal evidence to suggest a common sensorial defect in soft washed rind cheese is a 
gritty/sandy texture attributed to crystal growth on the rind of these cheeses 
A preliminary study was undertaken to develop a set of criteria to visually identify 
crystals found on soft washed rind cheeses. Single crystal identities were presumptively 
determined using polarized light microscopy (PLM), and cross-checked using powder x-
ray diffractometry (PXRD). Two distinct crystal groupings were determined based on 
these metrics. Group 1 crystals had high birefringent coloring, angle of extinction (AE) ≈ 
90°, and were smaller and less circular than Group 2 crystals (P<0.05). Group 2 crystals 
had no birefringent coloring and AE ≈ 18°. Using established mineralogical data, Group 1 
and Group 2 crystals were identified to be struvite and ikaite, respectively. These 
crystalline bodies are situated in an amorphous cheese matrix (i.e. smear), which create 
difficulties when examining via PLM and PXRD, leading to high background noise. To 
remedy these issues, a novel method for harvesting crystals was developed. Smear 
scrapings were immersed in NaOH (pH=10) to dissolve smear material, which resulted in 
improved PLM and PXRD performance. 
A subsequent observational study was conducted to understand the prevalence of 
surface crystals and grittiness associated with washed rind cheeses sourced from the U.S.A. 
and Europe. Crystal types were identified via PXRD and PLM. Crystal size and shape 
(circularity) metrics were determined via PLM and image analysis. A descriptive sensory 
panel (n=12) was used to evaluate grittiness presence and intensity. Identified crystal types 
included ikaite, struvite, calcite, and brushite. Mean crystal length and area ranged from 
~30μm to ~1100μm, and ~500μm2 to ~200,000μm2, respectively. Sensory perception 
threshold for grittiness occurred at a mean crystal length of ~70μm and mean crystal area 
of ~2900μm2. Below these threshold levels, cheeses presented with negligible grittiness. 
Above these threshold levels, grittiness was highly correlated with crystal length and area 
(r=0.93 and 0.96, respectively; P<0.001). These results indicate surface crystals have a 
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CHAPTER 1: COMPREHENSIVE LITERATURE REVIEW 
 Mineral Components of Milk and Cheese 
MINERAL CONTENT OF MILK 
The approximate mineral content of milk is 8-9g/L (Gaucheron 2005); however, 
exact mineral content is dependent on species, breed, point in lactation cycle, and animal 
nutrition/health (Lucey and Horne 2009). Milk contains many different minerals in various 
forms. Major cationic minerals include potassium, calcium, sodium, and magnesium. 
Major anionic minerals include phosphorus/phosphate (organic and inorganic), citrate, 
chloride, and carbonate (Lucey and Horne 2009). Of present interest in this discussion are 
the minerals calcium, phosphate, and magnesium. These have structural implications in 
cheese texture development (Lucey and Fox 1993; Cooke and McSweeney 2017), and have 
been identified in crystals occurring on the surface of soft washed rind cheeses (Tansman 
et al. 2017b, c). Table 1 shows the general mineral composition of milk.  








Potassium 1210-1680 Inorganic phosphorus (as PO4) 1800-2180 
Calcium 1040-1280 Citrate 1320-2080 
Sodium 350-600 Chloride 780-1200 
Magnesium 100-150 Total phosphorus (PO4) (all forms) 930-1000 
  Carbonate (including CO2) ~200 
 
MINERAL EQUILIBRIUM IN MILK AND CHEESE 
Calcium, phosphate, and magnesium exist in soluble and insoluble forms in milk 
and cheese (McSweeney 2004). Calcium and phosphate are primarily partitioned between 
casein-associated insoluble colloidal calcium phosphate (CCP), and a soluble aqueous 
phase (Figure 1). Roughly two-thirds of these minerals exist as CCP, while one-third is 
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soluble in milk (Lucey and Horne 2009). Magnesium follows a similar pattern, but occurs 
at much lower concentrations than calcium and phosphate (Zamberlin et al. 2012). The 
soluble forms of calcium and magnesium are often complexed with other minerals such as 
citrates and phosphates (Cooke and McSweeney 2017).  
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of mineral partitioning in milk. 
 
This “pseudo-equilibrium” of insoluble and soluble minerals can be affected by 
several factors, including acid development and the addition of chelation agents 
(Gaucheron 2005). For example, during cheese manufacture, lower pH at whey drainage 
will lead to lower overall calcium content due to this solubilization effect (McSweeney 
2007). This can be seen in Table 2, where cheeses that develop low pHs during 
manufacture, such as brie and cottage cheese, have lower calcium and magnesium contents 
than cheeses which employ a sweeter make, such as edam and gouda. Calcium and 
phosphate content can also vary widely within a single cheese variety (Kindstedt and 








Brie Cheddar Cream Cottage Edam Feta Gouda 
Sodium 700 670 300 380 1020 1440 910 
Potassium 100 77 160 89 97 95 91 
Chloride 1060 1030 480 550 1570 2350 1440 
Calcium 540 720 98 73 770 360 740 
Phosphorus 390 490 100 160 530 280 490 
Magnesium 27 25 10 9 39 20 38 
 
CCP can also be dissolved from the para-casein matrix during cheese ripening due 
to acid development from starter culture activity, but this process is less efficient than 
decalcification during manufacture (Hassan et al. 2004). This relationship between 
soluble/insoluble minerals and pH is crucial when understanding how these minerals could 
potentially form crystals during the cheese aging process. Minerals play an important role 
in overall cheese structure and functionality. CCP cross-links the casein backbone of 
cheese and provides rigidity to the overall protein assembly via electrostatic interactions 
(Lucey and Horne 2009). As pH decreases, and more acidic environments develop, the 
solubilization of calcium and phosphate results in structural changes to the casein 
framework, often softening the cheese body. This solubilization and transfer of minerals 
from the para-casein matrix to the water phase of the cheese results in a somewhat 
demineralized curd body, depending on drain pH (Lucey and Fox 1993). Understanding 
how minerals are partitioned in cheese is critical when trying to determine potential 
downstream effects such as crystallization and textural softening. In washed rind cheese, 
these processes are linked together and have tremendous impact on overall cheese quality.  
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 Microbiology and Physico-Chemistry of Washed Rind Cheeses 
SURFACE ECOLOGY OF WASHED RIND CHEESES 
Soft washed rind cheeses are high in moisture, are aged in humid environments for 
several weeks, and can become quite low in acidity. During this aging time, a microbe-
laden brine-based washing fluid is scrubbed into the surface. This process leads to the 
formation of the characteristic red-orange smear at the cheese surface. The rinds of smear 
ripened (i.e. washed rind) cheeses represent a complex ecology of microorganisms that 
span multiple genera and species (Brennan et al. 2004). The growth patterns and 
interactions of these microbes are now being better elucidated due to improved molecular 
genetic techniques. These new insights have identified numerous genera of molds, yeasts, 
and bacteria that colonize cheese rinds—many never previously associated with cheese 
rinds (Quigley et al. 2012; Wolfe et al. 2014). Table 3 lists everal of the main microbial 
genera found within the rinds of washed rind cheeses. 
Table 3. Microbes isolated from rinds of smear ripened cheeses. 
Adapted from Wolfe et al. 2014 and Hohenegger et al. 2014. 





























While cheesemakers often use a prescribed blend of microbes in the production of 
washed rind cheeses, many of those genera don’t colonize the surface to a major degree 
(Feurer et al. 2004). This could be an indication of an even more complex ecological 
environment than once thought. It has been established that many of the genera listed in 
Table 1 can be found in various areas of a cheese manufacturing facility, as well as in 
different manufacturing facilities entirely (Bokulich and Mills 2013; Wolfe et al. 2014). 
This suggests that much of the microbial growth on washed rind cheeses may be a result 
of indigenous environmental flora, and not necessarily due to direct inoculation. 
These complex microbial networks can have many downstream effects on cheese 
chemistry, quality, and flavor (Bockelmann 2011). The metabolisms of these microbes, 
and their various extracellular lipases and proteases, results in the formation of various 
chemical products. When considering the presence of surface crystals in the rinds of this 
cheese variety, surface microbes almost certainly play a critical role. Fairly unusual crystal 
types have been found almost universally on washed rind cheeses. Ikaite (CaCO3•6H2O) 
and struvite (NH4MgPO4•6H2O) were just recently identified as major crystal phases 
present on washed rind cheeses, with calcite (CaCO3) and brushite (CaHPO4•2H2O) also 
being identified (Tansman et al. 2017a, c). These crystal types are not only a novel finding 
in the dairy technology community, but are also novel to the food community at-large. 
(Struvite has been previously identified in canned fish products (Amano 1950)) The surface 
microbiota environment of washed rind cheeses is very unique in the food world, but many 
of the same genera can be found on a wide number of cheeses (Brennan et al. 2004). 
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Therefore, it stands to reason these surface flora influence commonalities across washed 
rind cheeses, perhaps crystallization.  
BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF SURFACE MICROBES 
At the onset of ripening, washed rind cheeses are usually acidic (pH ≈ 5.0–5.6 ) 
(Brennan et al. 2004). This, combined with the high salt content of these cheeses, usually 
prompt the growth of yeast species such as Debaryomyces hansenii (Bonaïti et al. 2004). 
This genus, and other related microbes, consume lactic acid and deacidify the surface of 
the cheese. A gaseous by-product of this reaction can include carbon dioxide (Bockelmann 
2011). CO2 can also be formed due to various other microbial metabolisms, such as 
heterofermentative Lactobacilli (Mullan 2000). Many of these surface microbes are also 
strongly proteolytic and can create large amounts of ammonia (Karahadian et al. 1987). 
This creates a less acidic environment, and pH-sensitive microbes like Corynebacterium 
can grow and proliferate. Eventually the rinds of smear ripened cheese become fully 
colonized with a menagerie of microbes, often reaching a pH near or above 7 (Irlinger et 
al. 2015). 
The production of these gaseous components leads to increase concentrations of 
carbon dioxide and ammonia in the ripening headspace (Dumont et al. 1974; Gori et al. 
2007). These compounds, and their effects on cheese ripening, have been studied at length 
in white mold cheeses (Ribadeau-Dumas 1984; Picque et al. 2006), but research of their 
effects on soft washed rind cheeses is limited (Tansman et al. 2017a, c). In camembert 
cheese it has been observed that carbon dioxide concentration in the ripening headspace 
can reach levels of over 20% if no air renewal occurs (Picque et al. 2006). These gaseous 
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components can also be absorbed into the water phase of the cheese body.  Do Ngoc et al. 
(1971) reported high levels of ammonia in camembert cheeses; they measured 
approximately 7-8% of the total nitrogen content to be ammonia.  
RADIAL MINERAL MIGRATION AND SOFTENING 
While the creation of alkaline conditions and gaseous components (e.g. CO2 and 
NH3) are direct effects of microbial metabolism, the accumulation of the other necessary 
components of surface crystals involves a more complex phenomenon—radial mineral 
migration and subsequent softening/liquefaction. While the softening process and mineral 
migration in soft washed rind cheese has only been studied briefly (Tansman et al. 2017c), 
a similar process has been studied at some length in surface mold ripened cheeses, such as 
brie and camembert (McSweeney 2004). During the ripening of this variety, the surface 
molds initiate similar changes as with washed rind cheeses, namely surface deacidification 
via lactate metabolization, and proteolysis. The high surface pH values cause minerals such 
as calcium and phosphate to precipitate and crystallize at the surface (Metche and Fanni 
1978; Le Graet et al. 1983). These calcium phosphate crystals (i.e. brushite) have been 
identified and studied previously (Brooker 1987; Tansman et al. 2017b). 
These newly formed crystals deplete minerals from the water phase of the cheese, 
establishing a concentration gradient. This prompts the migration of minerals from the 
cheese center towards the surface, in a radial fashion (Amrane and Prigent 2008). This 
results in the observed demineralization and of the curd body (Vassal et al. 1986; Le Graet 
and Brule 1988; Tansman et al. 2017b). As soluble minerals migrate towards the cheese 
surface, the “pseudo-equilibrium” of soluble/insoluble minerals in the casein matrix is 
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likely affected. Minerals solubilize and enter the water phase of the cheese. Key minerals 
at play in this process are calcium and phosphate (and magnesium to a smaller degree). As 
mentioned above, calcium and phosphate (namely CCP nanoclusters) are crucial structural 
elements for the cheese body and their removal can have significant effects on texture 
(Lucey and Fox 1993). The high pH environment, coupled with this demineralization, shift 
the dominant interactions within the cheese from the type casein-casein to the type casein-
water. Water is absorbed by the casein matrix, which swells and leads to characteristic 
softening and liquefaction. While this crystal-induced process has not been observed 
directly in these cheeses, there is strong evidence based on related studies. Boutrou et al. 
(1999) noted less juice expressed from camembert as the cheese aged, as well as a 
concomitant increase in proteolysis products. Also noted was a decrease of calcium and 
inorganic phosphate in the juice over time. This lends credence to the possibility of 
increased casein-water interactions as a result solubilization and subsequent crystallization 
of key structural minerals (i.e. calcium and phosphate). Guo and Kindstedt (1995) noted a 
similar observation in mozzarella cheese, with a few crucial differences. They also 
observed the amount of expressible serum (ES) diminishing over time but saw an overall 
increase in mineral content of the ES. Without crystallization occurring, minerals 
solubilized into the water phase of the cheese and exited with the serum. They also make 
note of the possibility of salt (NaCl) having a similar effect on the casein matrix. Sodium 
ions perhaps displacing calcium, and causing subsequent swelling and water uptake. These 
downstream effects of casein-water interactions would help explain the reduced amount of 
ES produced as these cheeses aged.  
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In conclusion, the production of gaseous components (CO2 and NH3) and induced 
mineral migration (Ca, Mg, and PO4) due to surface microbial metabolic activity frees up 
all the necessary components of the crystals types that have been identified on washed rind 
cheeses thus far. The supposition is that these crystals allow for the radial softening 
phenomena. Figure 2 presents a schematic view of these reactions. 
 
Figure 2. Schematic view of reactions occurring in washed rind cheese during ripening. 
Adapted from McSweeney 2004. 
 
It is also worth mentioning that the minerals are not the only components of the 
cheese migrating during ripening. Observations of white mold cheeses have indicated that 
concentration gradients of lactate also occur due to its surface metabolization and 
destruction, resulting in a net movement of lactate outwards towards the surface 
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(McSweeney 2004). Ammonia is a product of surface metabolism and can be absorbed by 
the cheese body and slowly diffuse inwards (Spinnler and Gripon 2004). These factors, 
combined with those already discussed, contribute to the pH gradient observed—
increasing pH moving outwards towards the cheese surface. Also of note are the effects of 
proteolysis on free water at the cheese surface. Surface microbes are known to be very 
proteolytic (Brennan et al. 2002). Since the cleavage of peptide bonds requires water, 
protein breakdown can lower the total amount of free water. This can concentrate the 
minerals in the water phase (Cooke and McSweeney 2017), and perhaps contribute to 
surface crystallization. 
The aforementioned surface proteolysis and deacidification process is not unique 
to white mold cheese. It is important to remember that the action of the surface smear 
bacteria of soft washed rind cheeses also results in increased pH values at the cheese 
surface. Preliminary studies have shown that a similar crystallization and mineral migration 
phenomenon also occurs in soft washed rind cheeses (Tansman et al. 2017c). A major point 
of differentiation, however, is the type of crystals being formed. In these cheeses, calcium 
carbonate (ikaite and calcite), magnesium ammonium phosphate (struvite), and calcium 
phosphate (brushite) have all been observed (Tansman et al. 2017a, c), while only brushite 
has been observed on white mold cheeses (Tansman et al. 2017b).  
EFFECTS OF STARTER CULTURE 
The surface microbiota is only one part of the microbial ecology associated with 
washed rind cheeses. Starter culture microorganisms have also been isolated form washed 
rind cheeses and washed rind cheese aging spaces (Bokulich and Mills 2013). Common 
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starter culture species include both mesophilic and thermophilic types, such as Lactococcus 
lactis, Streptococcus thermophilus, and Lactobacillus helveticus (Johnson 2014). Of note 
is that the number of viable starter culture microbes often diminishes greatly during cheese 
aging, and other NSLAB dominate (Bokulich and Mills 2013; Blaya et al. 2017). The 
relatively low number of starter microbes compared to that of smear microbes probably 
indicates that their active role in influencing crystal development is limited. However, the 
acid production associated with their metabolism is of crucial importance to cheesemaking 
and the resulting mineral content. Cheeses with greater acidification have a lower mineral 
content (Zamberlin et al. 2012), and therefore fewer raw materials for crystal formation. 
Tyrosine crystals are common in cheeses such as Parmigianino Reggiano (Tansman et al. 
2015a). Certain starter culture microbes, such as L. helveticus, are known to be strongly 
proteolytic and result in large amounts of free tyrosine (Nakajima et al. 1998; Griffiths and 
Tellez 2013). Tyrosine is quite insoluble and will precipitate at a pH range found in most 
cheeses (Hitchcock 1924). Whether the presence of tyrosine on washed rind cheeses can 
be attributed to L. helveticus, highly proteolytic smear microbes, or a combination of both, 




 Basic Dynamics of Crystallization and Biomineralization 
CRYSTAL FORMATION 
It is generally accepted that crystallization advances through several stages: 
supersaturation, nucleation, and growth (Naka and Chujo 2001; Hartel 2013). 
Supersaturation of a solute phase within a solvent generates a driving force for 
crystallization, which is heavily dependent on the temperature of the system (Mullin 2001). 
Nucleation is generally bifurcated into two regimes: homogeneous and heterogeneous. 
Homogeneous nucleation occurs without preferential nucleation sites, while heterogeneous 
nucleation occurs at nucleation sites, such as foreign particles or air bubbles (Diao et al. 
2011). Recent advents in crystallization research have developed a two-step model for 
homogenous nucleation (Hartel 2001). Step one consists of the formation of amorphous 
clusters of molecules, which possess some short-order organization, but are not situated in 
a crystal lattice yet. These clusters aggregate, grow, and reach a critical size. Step two 
consists of reorganization of atoms in these clusters into a crystal lattice (Erdemir et al. 
2009). The mechanism(s) of heterogeneous nucleation is still poorly understood, and an 
active area of research in surface chemistry (Diao et al. 2011). Crystal growth can occur 
due to aggregation of smaller crystals, or by deposition of molecules/atoms into a growing 
crystal lattice (Hartel 2013).  
Crystallization can be influenced by many different factors: solute concentration, 
temperature, pressure, pH, moisture, and the availability of nucleation sites (Agarwal et al. 
2006; Tian et al. 2010). Varying any of these factors could influence the type of crystal that 
is formed, and can also result in the formation of metastable crystals (Bloss 1994). Several 
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of the crystals identified on washed rind cheeses thus far have been a metastable form, 
namely the crystal hydrates of calcium carbonate (i.e. ikaite), magnesium ammonium 
phosphate (i.e. struvite), and calcium phosphate (i.e. brushite). Calcite, the stable form of 
calcium carbonate, has also been observed (Tansman et al. 2017a, c).  
FACTORS EFFECTING CRYSTALLIZATION 
The formation of certain single crystal species does not necessarily happen directly 
from a supersaturated solution. Amorphous precipitation can occur when solute 
concentration is very high, and then crystallization can proceed through various 
metastable/stable phases (Luft et al. 2011). This has been observed in calcium carbonate 
solutions, where amorphous calcium carbonate was formed first, followed by various 
metastable forms (Clarkson et al. 1992). In some crystal systems, the growth matrix and 
solute concentration can affect how crystallization proceeds (Naka and Chujo 2001). 
Numerous chemical kinetic phenomena can also cause metastable forms to preferentially 
crystallize, which has been observed during brushite crystallization (Arifuzzaman and 
Rohani 2004). Crystallization can also be influenced by the presence of mineral 
components that provide a stabilizing effect, but do not take an active role in the crystal 
lattice. This effect has been observed in calcium carbonate crystallization, where 
metastable ikaite has formed due to the stabilizing effects of phosphates. Stable forms of 
crystals, such as calcite, can form from metastable crystal hydrates such as ikaite due to 
dehydration of the crystal lattice (Buchardt et al. 2001). It is also possible for 
recrystallization to occur. Recrystallization is the formation of a crystal due to the 
incomplete/complete breakdown and solubilization of solutes from a different crystal 
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(Gorski and Fantle 2017). Amano (1950) observed sodium phosphate crystals 
(Na2HPO4•12H2O) in salmon, and theorized their occurrence resulted from the 
recrystallization of struvite crystals, which commonly occur in fish products. The full scope 
and extent to which crystallization can be influenced by reaction conditions is outside the 
scope of this discussion, but the various factors most certainly play a central role in the 
formation of crystals in soft washed rind cheeses.  
BIOMINERALIZATION 
Biomineralization is the overarching term referring to the process by which living 
organisms sequester and bind minerals (Crichton 2012). These types of phenomena are 
relatively common in biological systems. Mollusk shells, egg shells, bones, and teeth are 
all examples of end products of biomineralization (Cusack and Freer 2008). A subset of 
biomineralization is microbial or bacterial biomineralization, where bacteria take an active 
role in sequestering minerals as part of their metabolic processes (Konhauser et al. 2008). 
This process was first observed by Beveridge and Murray (1976), where a Bacillus subtilis 
strain isolated from soil was observed chelating metal ions from growth media. The bound 
minerals formed dense aggregates within the cell wall. Later work demonstrated that 
negatively-charge carboxyl groups found within Gram-negative bacteria, such as B. 
subtilis, were responsible for the binding of metal cations (Beveridge and Murray 1980). 
On the other hand, anionic phosphate groups were shown to bind metal ions in cell 
membranes by Gram-positive species, such as E. coli (Ferris and Beveridge 1986). This 
pioneering work laid the foundation for many metal staining techniques that are used in 
transmission electron microscopy (Konhauser et al. 2008).  
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Of interest to the present discussion are instances of pertinent crystals types being 
formed via biomineralization. While a large body of research relating to biomineralization 
exists within the geological and biological sciences (Konhauser et al. 2008), no research 
has been conducted to study its possible relationship to crystallization in cheese. Calcium 
carbonate crystals, such as the types found on washed rind cheeses (ikaite and calcite), are 
known to occur due to microbial biomineralization. A strain of B. linens associated with 
marine environments has been observed forming calcium carbonate precipitates (Zhu et al. 
2017). Upon genomic analysis, the authors posited that the precipitation of calcium 
carbonate was involved with the quorum sensing effects of free Ca2+ ions. Sanchez-Roman 
et al. (2007) observed the formation of both carbonate and phosphate crystals (calcite and 
struvite) by several halophilic bacterial genera: Halomonas, Salinivibrio, Marinomonas, 
and Marinobacter. Many different species of Halomonas have been observed forming 
crystal precipitates, such as calcite and struvite. Rivadeneyra et al. (2006) determined that 
over twenty Halomonas species can form crystals. The concentration of salt (NaCl) and 
the Mg2+-to-Ca2+ ratio were determining factors in what type of crystals were formed. 
Brevibacterium Linens, Halomonas, and Marinomonas have been identified on the rinds 
of smear ripened cheeses previously (Wolfe et al. 2014; Hohenegger et al. 2014). Bacterial 
cells (Stocks-Fischer et al. 1999; Anbu et al. 2016), fungal hyphae (Luo et al. 2018), and 
excreted organic matrices (Dupraz et al. 2009) can serve as nucleation sites for calcium 
carbonate minerals. Microbially-induced crystallization of struvite has also been observed 
by other bacterial genera (Ben Omar et al. 1998; Prywer and Torzewska 2010). Marine 
strains of  E. coli have been known to precipitate calcium phosphate (Cosmidis et al. 2015). 
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The association between marine microbes and these crystals types is fascinating, 
considering that these crystal types have been previously identified in marine 
environments: struvite in fish products (Amano 1950) and wastewater reservoirs (Wu et al. 
2005), and ikaite in artic sea water environments (Rysgaard et al. 2012). The dual 
occurrence of microbes and crystals in these contexts hint at a commonality between cheese 
rinds and marine environments. Wolfe et al. (2014) suggested the use of sea salt might play 




 Potential Surface Crystal Dynamics on Washed Rind Cheeses 
The various physico-chemical changes described in the previous sections result in 
the formation of a range of solutes which can crystallize when certain conditions are met. 
Saturation of the water phase of the cheese and a suitable nucleation environment are 
important factors when considering if, and what, crystals will form. Another important 
factor to consider is the relative solubilities of the various crystal phases that have been 
identified on the surface of washed rind cheeses. As already discussed, previous work has 
identified four crystal types on soft washed rind cheeses: brushite, struvite, ikaite, and 
calcite (Tansman et al. 2017c). Table 4 shows an overview of solubility constants, Mohs 
hardness values, and the crystal systems. It’s important to note that the solubility constants 
in Table 4 reflect neutral pH conditions, and will not necessarily correlate with how these 
crystals occur in cheese.  
Table 4. Solubility, hardness, and crystal system of crystal phases found on 
washed rind cheese. Larger pK values indicate less soluble minerals. 
Crystal Type 
Solubility 





Brushite 6.591 2.5 Monoclinic 
Struvite 13.152 1.5-2.0 Orthorhombic 
Ikaite 6.593 3.0 Monoclinic 
Calcite 8.484 3.0 Trigonal 
1Jokanovic et al. 2014 
2Wu et al. 2005 
3Bischoff et al. 1993 
4Plummer and Busenberg 1982 
5Hudson Institute of Mineralogy 2018 
While a single type of crystal can be found on soft washed rind cheeses, a 
combination of crystals is much more common (Tansman et al. 2017c). By understanding 
the crystal formation dynamic individually, we can then begin to understand how 




Brushite, and calcium phosphate in general, is perhaps the most studied crystal type 
that occurs on surface ripened cheeses (Le Graet et al. 1983; Brooker 1987; Tansman et al. 
2017b). Its mineral components are plentiful in milk and cheese. The high concentration 
of these minerals, the aforesaid migration phenomenon, and high surface pH values surely 
contribute to the formation of this crystal type. Brushite becomes less soluble at higher pH 
values, leveling off around pH = 8 (S-A Johnsson and Nancollas 1992). 
The reason(s) why brushite, a metastable form of calcium phosphate, has been 
identified in washed rind cheese, but not a more stable form remains unanswered and 
warrants further study. The occurrence of this metastable phase highlights the complexities 
involved with these crystallization reactions. Perhaps a biomineralization phenomenon is 
occurring which preferentially forms brushite. Tansman et al. (2017c) noted a sluggish 
accumulation of phosphate on the rind compare to calcium. This was given as a possible 
reason for the disappearance of brushite when other crystal phases emerged.  
STRUVITE 
The mineral origins of struvite result from microbial metabolism (ammonia 
dissolving into the water phase forming ammonium), and the accumulation of minerals at 
the cheese surface (magnesium and phosphate). As already mentioned, ammonia can be 
produced in very high amounts during cheese ripening, which readily dissolves into the 
cheese (Do Ngoc et al. 1971). While magnesium is found in much lower quantities in 
cheese than calcium (Cooke and McSweeney 2017), struvite has a much lower solubility 
than the other calcium-containing minerals found in soft washed rind cheeses (Table 4). 
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Struvite is known to crystallize in a pH range of 6.0 to 13.0 (Kim et al. 2016). Many soft 
washed rind cheeses fall well within this pH range (Bockelmann 2011). Biomineralization 
may also play a role (Sanchez-Roman et al. 2007). 
IKAITE 
The formation of ikaite, similar to that of struvite, results from the formation of a 
gaseous microbial metabolite (carbon dioxide dissolving into the water phase forming 
carbonate), and surface accumulation of a key mineral component—calcium. The buildup 
of these components surely exceeds the solubility threshold and they crystallize out, 
forming ikaite. 
The relatively high moisture of these cheeses and the smear that forms atop them 
(Brennan et al. 2004), provide an ample opportunity for the hydrated crystal form to grow. 
Also, as already mentioned, the presence of inorganic phosphate can encourage preferential 
crystallization of ikaite, as opposed to the usually more stable calcite (Hu et al. 2014). 
Solubility of ikaite decreases as pH increases (Giannimaras and Koutsoukos 1987). 
Therefore, the gradual alkalization of cheese rinds and accumulation of phosphate could 
encourage ikaite crystal formation. Biomineralization may also play a role, as mentioned 
above.  
CALCITE 
The formation of calcite is directly related to formation of ikaite. It’s been shown 
that metastable ikaite will dehydrate and change into calcite (Marland 1975). Calcite, as 
expected, is also less soluble than its crystal hydrate: ikaite (Table 4). As with ikaite, calcite 
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is also less soluble at higher pHs. Tansman et al. (2017c) showed that calcite can form 
before and/or alongside ikaite. This is difficult to reconcile with the accepted ikaite to 
calcite pathway, which hints at a complex crystallization system occurring, perhaps with 
biomineralization or recrystallization playing a role. 
CRYSTAL TYPE AND EFFECT ON GRITTINESS 
Although no previous studies have been conducted to determine if a certain crystal 
type influences grittiness more than another, we can speculate based on available 
information (Table 4). Struvite has a lower Mohs hardness value than the other relevant 
crystal types, as well as an orthorhombic structure. The other crystal types (i.e. ikaite and 
calcite) have greater Mohs hardness and a monoclinic or trigonal structure. It’s possible 
that the differences in size and shape among these crystal types could influence the gritty 
mouthfeel associated with their presence. 
CRYSTAL COMBINATIONS SUMMARY 
There are five mineral components for all currently known surface-situated crystals 
on soft washed rind cheeses: calcium, magnesium, ammonia, carbon dioxide, and 
phosphate. Table 5 provides a brief overview of the possible crystal dynamics when 






Table 5. Crystal combination summary and explanations. 
Crystal Phase(s) Mineral Components* Possible Explanation 
1 struvite only Mg, NH3, PO4 
Mineral migration, microbial metabolism, struvite’s 
very low solubility 
2 ikaite only Ca, CO2 
Mineral migration, microbial metabolism, high amount 
of Ca 
3 struvite + ikaite Ca, Mg, NH3, CO2, PO4 
Combination of 1 and 2 above, stabilizing effect of 
phosphates on ikaite 
4 struvite + brushite Ca, Mg, NH3, PO4 Like 1 above, lack of CO2 production, excess phosphate 
5 struvite + calcite Ca, Mg, NH3, CO2, PO4 
Like 3 above, dehydration of ikaite and/or less PO4 for 
stability 
6 
ikaite + struvite + 
brushite 
Ca, Mg, NH3, CO2, PO4 Like 3 above, with excess Ca and PO4 
7 
ikaite + struvite + 
calcite 
Ca, Mg, NH3, CO2, PO4 
Like 3 above, dehydration of ikaite and/or less PO4 for 
stability due to advanced struvite formation 
8 
ikaite + struvite + 
calcite + brushite 
Ca, Mg, NH3, CO2, PO4 
Advanced demineralization, advanced microbial 
metabolites, prolonged aging, combination of what’s 
discussed above 
*Water not shown 
POTENTIAL METHODS TO CONTROL CRYSTAL GROWTH 
Several possible ways to regulate crystal growth on washed rind cheese include: 
chelation of key mineral components, altering biomineralization phenomena, and 
modification of crystal size. The relevant crystal types are all carbonate or phosphate 
minerals containing calcium or magnesium. The use of a chelation agent could bind 
calcium or magnesium, preventing the formation of crystals. Sodium gluconate is used for 
this purpose in cheddar cheese, to limit calcium lactate crystal formation (Phadungath and 
Metzger 2011). In a similar vein, addition of crystal inhibitors have been used in ice cream 
to prevent excessive ice crystal growth (Damodaran and Wang 2017). As already 
discussed, certain microbe species have been observed forming crystals such as ikaite and 
struvite (Rivadeneyra et al. 2006). The same species and crystal types have been identified 
on washed rind cheeses (Wolfe et al. 2014; Tansman et al. 2017c). Therefore, these 
microbes and similar species might be influencing crystal growth. Perhaps targeting the 
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destruction of these microbes, or encouraging the growth of a competitive non-crystal-
forming species could control crystal formation. This may not be feasible due to many of 
the pertinent microbes being indigenous to the cheesemaking environment (Bokulich and 
Mills 2013). Finally, controlling crystal size may be one method to influence grittiness 
perception. It is well established that the rapid growth of a large number of crystals usually 
results in very small crystals. While on the other hand, slow growth of fewer crystals results 
in larger entities. Moreover, numerous crystals of smaller size might be advantageous to 
preventing grittiness. The use of seed crystals has been used to accomplish this in products 
such as ice cream (Nickerson 1954). Advanced techniques such as sonocrystallization via 
exposure to ultrasound have been used to control crystallization in food systems. The input 
of vibrational energy can encourage nucleation and growth (Hartel 2013). 
Sonocrystallization has been used to control crystallization of lactose crystals in dried 
concentrated cheese whey (Zisu et al. 2014), ice crystals in ice cream (Zheng and Sun 
2006), and fat crystallization in anhydrous milk fat powder (Martini et al. 2008). In 
conclusion, the aforementioned techniques could all be used to control crystal development 




 Sensory Perception of Grittiness in Relation to Dairy Products 
ORAL PERCEPTION OF PARTICLES AND GRITTINESS 
Texture stimuli that are associated with the mouth are collectively known as oral-
tactile sensory sensations (Lawless and Heymann 2010). This includes all interactions 
between food and mouth, tongue, teeth, and other oral mucosa. An important part of oral-
tactile sensory response are tribological effects. Tribology refers to the study of friction 
and lubrication of interfacing surfaces in motion. In oral processing, interfacing surfaces 
include food-tongue, food-teeth, teeth-teeth, and others (Stokes et al. 2013). Of interest to 
the present discussion is the perception of particles in the oral-tactile system and the 
resulting grittiness. Physiological differences and the tribological effects of the food 
matrix/saliva can influence the perception of particles (Guinard and Mazzucchelli 1996). 
To further confound the discussion, the size, shape, hardness, and concentration of particles 
can also influence the perception of grittiness (Hough et al. 1990; Engelen et al. 2005; 
Lawless and Heymann 2010). Tyle (1993) demonstrated that flat particles of varying 
hardness were imperceptible up to a threshold of about 80μm, while angular particles were 
perceived as gritty in a range above 11μm to 22μm. In other studies, particles as small as 
3μm could be perceived, with particles smaller than that contributing to a creamy mouthfeel 
(Lawless and Heymann 2010). These large variations in threshold size highlight the 
complex nature of the perception of grittiness. Not only can the particles themselves 
influence grittiness, the matrix in which they’re found can also influence overall texture. 
Larger samples sizes can lead to greater perceived hardness (Cardello and Segars 1989). 
Dan et al. (2008) noted that biting dynamics and how samples are chewed can impact oral-
tactile sensory perception as well. 
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GRITTINESS IN DAIRY PRODUCTS AND CRYSTAL SIZE THRESHOLD 
Grittiness, graininess, or sandiness have been noted in many different dairy 
products: ice and lactose crystals in ice cream (Donhowe et al. 1991; Fidaleo et al. 2017), 
protein particles in cream cheese (Sainani et al. 2004), enriched cheddar cheese (Torri et 
al. 2016), lactose crystals in Dulce de Leche (Hough et al. 1990), lactose crystals in brown 
whey cheese (Jelen 1992), and salt (NaCl) crystals in butter (Hunziker 1920). Hough et al. 
(1990) noted a detection threshold range of 45μm to 105μm for sandiness in Dulce de 
Leche, depending on the concentration of lactose crystals present in sample. Fewer crystals 
of larger size induced a comparable grittiness sensation as smaller more numerous crystals. 
A similar threshold of 45μm has been used in the ice cream industry; ice crystals larger 
than this size causing grittiness (Goff & Hartel, 2013). In Norwegian brown whey cheese 
(i.e Brunost), grittiness can occur when lactose crystals get larger than 100μm (Skeie and 
Abrahamsen 2017).  In related products such as margarine spreads and chocolate, a crystal 
size threshold of approximately 20μm has been used for grittiness occurrence (Vaisey-
Genser et al. 1989; Brooker 1990). As discussed above, crystal size is only one property 
that may influence the sensory perception of grittiness. The number of crystals can also 
play a role. Sainani et al. (2004) concluded that the grittiness caused by protein particles in 
cream cheese can be intensified by a greater number of particles, as well as particles of a 
larger size. The viscosity of the matrix in which the crystals are embedded can also play a 
role. Lopez et al. (2016) observed the masking of particle perception with increased 
viscosity of the dispersion matrix. This could mean the firmness and amount of softening 
of a specific cheese may influence perception of crystal-induced grittiness.  
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 Historical Aspects of Cheese Crystals 
HISTORICAL PRESENCE OF CHEESE CRYSTALS 
The first mention of cheese crystals in the American dairy literature probably 
occurred in Wisconsin, around the start of the 20th century. Babcock and Russell (1901), 
of Wisconsin’s Agriculture Experiment Station, noted that cheddar cheese cured at low 
temperatures (<50°F) developed “white specks”. Upon more thorough inspection, many 
cheeses kept in cold storage were found to contain these specks. They mentioned that the 
usual practice of the era was to avoid storage of cheese at cold temperatures (<50°F). 
Cheesemakers believed (erroneously) such treatment would result in a bitter product. 
Interestingly, the work by Babcock and Russell in implementing lower storage 
temperatures to improve cheese quality probably encouraged the growth of these “white 
specks”. A year later, Babcock et al. (1902) performed a series of experiments in order to 
determine the factors affecting formation of these specks. They concluded that storage 
temperature and salt content of the finished cheese were the main factors determining speck 
formation. High storage temperatures (>60°F) and high salt content seemed to limit the 
formation of these white specks. Looking at these experiments through the lens of modern 
science, it’s highly likely that they were observing the first wide-spread occurrence of 
calcium lactate crystals. Cooler temperatures can result in lower solubility and more 
pronounced crystallization. Higher salt content will lead to a larger salt-to-moisture ratio 
of the final cheese. This can affect starter culture metabolism and limit the growth of these 
microbes. With reduced starter culture activity, less acid is developed via fermentation, and 
the resulting cheese has a higher pH. These effects were confirmed to reduce calcium 
lactate formation over a century later (Agarwal et al. 2008). The first work done to 
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determine the composition of these “white specks” was likely performed at New York 
State’s Agricultural Experiment Station by Van Slyke and Publow (1909). Through 
chemical analysis, they determined calcium was present within these crystals. Based on the 
waxy texture, fat/fatty acids were thought to be another major substituent. The combination 
of these phases led Van Slyke to postulate that these crystals were “calcium soaps”. To 
account for their occurrence at lower temperatures, Van Slyke made the supposition that 
fat was being broken down by “bacteria acting only at lower temperatures” (Van Slyke and 
Publow 1909). Up to this point, much of the knowledge of these “white specks” were 
isolated in research communities. Researchers noted that the specks were innocuous, and 
largely not noticed by the cheese industry. In 1910, “white specks” were described in an 
article entitled Cheese Defects in the trade publication The New York Produce Review and 
American Creamery (Monrad 1910). This publication was the leading trade journal at the 
time, and was in large circulation among the dairy industry. Around the same time, Arthur 
Dox of University of Connecticut’s Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station, claimed he 
found the first occurrence of tyrosine crystals in cheese (Dox 1911); he noted white 
crystalline entities in Roquefort bleu cheese. This determination was made through 
exclusionary testing, and the positive chemical identification of phenol groups. 
Throughout the early observations of these crystals, visual inspection and 
rudimentary chemical testing were the primary analysis methods. By the 1920s, 
microscopy techniques began to be employed to further study cheese crystals. Professor 
Otakar Laxa, of the University of Chemical Technology in Prague, conducted extensive 
microscopic studies of cheese that included many mentions and sketches of crystals (Laxa 
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1926). Laxa noted the presence of leucine, tyrosine, and lactate of lime (calcium lactate) 
across many different cheese varieties; crystals appeared to be endemic in alpine-style 
cheeses, grana-style cheeses, blue cheeses, and others. A year later, Laxa further studied 
the morphological differences of tyrosine and leucine in cheese (Laxa 1927). He indicated 
tyrosine, leucine, and their anhydrous forms all had unique structures that could be 
identified via microscopy. Several years later, H. H. Sommer of the University of 
Wisconsin, captured micrographs of calcium tartrate crystals in processed cheese (Sommer 
1930). He concluded this was the cause of sandiness in processed cheese, a common defect 
of the period.  
Rather serendipitously during this same time period, the discovery and novel use 
of X-rays was underway. In 1895, Wilhelm Röntgen observed the florescent effects of 
“invisible” cathode rays. This, ultimately, turned out to be the discovery of X-rays (i.e. 
Röntgen rays). Shortly thereafter, Sir William Lawrence Bragg and his father developed 
Bragg’s Law, describing the interaction of X-rays and crystals (Bragg and Bragg 1913). 
This would lay the foundation for X-ray diffraction, and create a field that has been 
responsible for some the greatest scientific discoveries of the modern era.  
USE OF POWDER X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETRY ON CHEESE 
The earliest mentions of X-ray technology used in an agricultural setting were most 
likely by Professor George L. Clark of the University of Illinois. (formerly of M.I.T.) He 
mentions the use of X-ray imaging by cheesemakers to track the development of eyes (i.e. 
holes) in Swiss cheese (Clark 1929). Not too long after, Clark and dairy scientist 
collaborators explored the use of powder X-ray diffractometry (PXRD) in dairy 
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technology. Crystalline substances analyzed included: mineral deposits in dairy equipment 
and lactose crystals in milk powder (Tuckey et al. 1934). The same group performed PXRD 
studies on casein and cheddar cheese, and in the process generated reference patterns (d 
values) for crystals of calcium phosphate and calcium lactate (Tuckey et al. 1938a, b). This 
led to the first positive identification of the white specks in cheddar, via PXRD, to be 
calcium lactate (Tuckey et al. 1938c). McDowall and McDowell (1939) confirmed this 
result via chemical analysis, and further stated that the pentahydrate form of the calcium 
lactate was identified in cheddar cheese. Shock et al. (1941) published results that indicated 
the crystals found within cheddar, via PXRD, to be a mixture of calcium lactate and 
tyrosine. The presence of tyrosine may have been due to the advanced age (>2 years) of 
the samples they analyzed, which would have had large amounts of proteolytic products.  
Dorn and Dahlberg (1942) analyzed canned cheddar cheese and concluded that the crystals 
present throughout the body and cheese surface were tyrosine, with a possible calcium 
phosphate “impurity”. They conjectured that the previous reports of calcium lactate may 
have been due to experimental error, or trace amounts being an impurity contained within 
the tyrosine crystals. Although no analytical techniques were used, Jacquet and Saingt 
(1952) observed crystals on the surface of a camembert cheese, embedded within a 
bacterial (Brevibacterium linens) smear that was present. This may be the first documented 
case of finding surface crystals in washed rind (i.e. smear ripened) cheese. They assumed 
the crystals to be tyrosine and leucine. Further PXRD studies confirmed the presence of 
calcium lactate and tyrosine in cheddar cheese, with the amino acid cysteine also being 
identified (Harper et al. 1953). Authors of the time indicated that the chief limitation of 
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PXRD was the need for a crystal concentration of at least 10% in order to be accurately 
identified (Harper et al. 1953), which is in stark contrast to the standards of today. This 
necessitated the need for chemical identification to be paired with PXRD studies. This 
prompted the work by Swiatek and Jaworski (1959), who used histochemical techniques 
to identify calcium phosphate in a wide variety of cheese types: Emmental, Tilsit, Trappist, 
and Roquefort. Conochie et al. (1960) further used PXRD to identify calcium lactate and 
tyrosine in well-aged cheddars. The first PXRD-confirmed presence of brushite was 
reported by the same group not too much later (Conochie and Sutherland 1965). They 
concluded that the presence of brushite was one of the principal causes of the seaminess 
defect in cheddar cheese. Scharpf and Michnick (1967) demonstrated the first use of PXRD 
to identify crystals in situ. Processed cheese was loaded into the diffractometer and a 
diffractogram was generated. Crystal peaks indicative of disodium phosphate 
dodecahydrate were identified, likely caused by the addition of emulsifying salts during 
the manufacture of processed cheese. By the 1970s and 1980s, techniques such as PXRD 
and electron microscopy were in use  to identify cheese crystals (Brooker et al. 1975b; 
Severn et al. 1986). The use of PXRD continues into the 21st century, with PXRD being 
used to confirm identities of cheese crystals—mainly calcium lactate in cheddar (Chou et 
al. 2003; Agarwal et al. 2006). Recent studies have demonstrated the utility of PXRD in 
analyzing many different crystal types (e.g. calcium lactate, tyrosine, leucine, ikaite, 
struvite, brushite, calcite), across a wide number of cheeses (e.g. cheddar, Parmesan, 
Gouda, washed rind) (Tansman et al. 2015a, 2017b, c). 
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USE OF SINGLE CRYSTAL X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETRY ON CHEESE 
The presence of single crystals in cheese is a recent discovery. Single crystals of 
struvite, ikaite, and calcite have been analyzed via single crystal X-ray diffractometry 
(SCXRD) (Tansman et al. 2015b, 2017a). Tansman et al. (2017a) published the structures 
of ikaite and struvite. This is the first recorded instance of SCXRD being used in cheese, 
and in dairy products at-large. The diffraction artifacts present in the preliminary work of 
the aforementioned study demonstrated that the extracted crystals can dehydrate when 
exposed to atmospheric conditions. This lends valuable insight into the conditions in which 
these crystals grow. The surface smear of washed rind cheeses allows for the growth of 
metastable forms of single crystals, which may have use in other disciplines. On a related 
note, laboratory-grown single crystals of α-lactose monohydrate have been analyzed via 




Basics of Polarized Light Microscopy 
THEORETICAL BASIS FOR POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY  
Polarized light microscopy (PLM) is a special application of bright-field 
microscopy. In simple terms, a light microscope can be retrofitted to perform PLM by the 
inclusion of two polarizers within the optical pathway: one between the specimen and the 
light source, and the other between the specimen and the observer (Kalab et al. 1995). The 
former is referred to as the “polarizer” and the latter is known as the “analyzer”. The 
polarizer produces plane polarized light. When the analyzer is in the optical pathway at an 
orthogonal angle (i.e. 90°) to the polarizer this is referred to as “crossed polarizers”. In this 
arrangement (Figure 3), amorphous materials and the background appear dark, while 
crystalline regions will be brightly lit, depending on orientation (Stoiber and Morse 1971).  
 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of polarized light microscopy technique. 
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Building upon this arrangement, other apparatuses may be included in the PLM 
process to garner more information about the specimen under examination. Crystal 
properties of interest to the present discussion include: angle of extinction, birefringence 
(i.e. interference colors), and interference figures. Extinction refers to phenomenon of a 
crystal “going dark” or transparent when viewed at certain angles using cross-polarizers 
(Dyar et al. 2008). The angle at which extinction occurs is called the angle of extinction 
(AE). To facilitate AE measurement a rotating stage is used. Extinction occurs four times 
upon a full 360° rotation of the stage (once per 90° rotation). AE = 90° (i.e. 0°) is known 
as parallel extinction; AE = 45° is known as symmetric extinction; AE at other values is 
known as inclined or oblique extinction (Carlton 2011). Note: extinction, and the other 
optical properties discussed here, are properties of anisotropic crystals. The single crystals 
identified on cheese thus far have all been anisotropic. Isotropic crystals (i.e. cubic crystal 
system) have not been observed as of the writing of this thesis. Birefringence refers to the 
differences of refractive indices of the specimen. In other words, the crystal splits the 
incoming plane polarized light into two components. The analyzer recombines these 
components, and along with constructive/destructive interference, results in different 
colorings (Bloss 1961). Although birefringence is being used to refer to coloring in this 
thesis, a more appropriate term might be “interference coloring”—which is function of 
birefringence, crystal thickness, and orientation (Carlton 2011). Retardation plates may be 
put in the optical pathway in order to enhance the optical path different, thereby 
intensifying birefringent effects; an example of such a plate is the 1/4λ plate (Stoiber and 
Morse 1971). Birefringence/retardation can be measured quantitatively using a Berek 
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compensator, Sénarmont compensator, or similar devices (Bloss 1961). Interference 
figures are images of light interference viewed at the objective rear focal plane (Dyar et al. 
2008). They are useful tools in optical mineralogy and can be used to differentiate crystal 
types. A Bertrand lens is used between the observer and microscope objective in order to 
see an interference figure. The microscope ocular can also be removed to see an 
interference figure (Stoiber and Morse 1971). Interference figures appear as regions of light 
and dark with specific color patterns depending on the type of crystal (Table 6). There are 
many other properties that can examined during PLM that have not been described due to 
being outside the scope of this discussion, such as optic sign, optic axial angle, sign of 
elongation, etc. (Carlton 2011) 
Table 6. Select optical properties for isotropic and anisotropic (uniaxial and biaxial) crystals. 











Interference colors Absent Present Present 
Birefringence Absent Present Present 
Extinction angle Absent Parallel/Symmetric Inclined 
Interference figure2 Absent Maltese cross Hyperbola-type 
1When viewed under crossed polarizers 
2Interference figures may not always be centered within the field of view, and 
therefore only portions of the figure will be visible to the observer. 
APPLICATION OF POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY IN DAIRY PRODUCTS 
Although PLM can be applied to a wide variety of food products (e.g. starch 
granules, fat crystal “bloom” in chocolate, plant cell walls, and muscle fibers; Kalab et al. 
1995), this section will focus on PLM used for crystal-containing dairy products. Lactose 
is perhaps the most studied crystal in dairy systems; having been studied via PLM for close 
to a century (Wherry 1928), and continuing to the current era (Maher et al. 2015). Degree 
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of rotation of polarized light has long been used to estimate lactose in milk products (Goff 
and Hartel 2013). However, the inclusion of sugar (i.e. sucrose) in products such ice cream 
makes lactose estimation via degree of rotation of polarized light impossible. Although 
crystals can be extracted and studied in isolation, PLM observations of crystals often occurs 
in situ. Lactose crystals have been studied at length in products such as ice cream, 
milk/whey powders, and other dairy products (Hartel 2001). Keller et al. (1943) developed 
a set of methods to differentiate lactose crystals, ice crystals, and amorphous materials in 
ice cream samples. Thin sections of ice cream were examined via PLM, and the differences 
in birefringence made visual identification of lactose vs. ice a simple process. PLM can 
also be used to measure crystals in quantitative contexts as well. Since crystals are easily 
identifiable in PLM micrographs, the resulting images are suitable for image analysis 
(Donhowe et al. 1991; Hartel 2001). The size and amount of lactose crystals were 
determined in Dulce de Leche by Hough et al. (1990); these data were than correlated to 
the sensory perception of grittiness. Similar work has been conducted in products frozen 
dairy products (Donhowe et al. 1991). Crystals from cheese (e.g. cheddar, brie) have been 
examined using PLM, but concrete identification using chemical or XRD techniques are 
required (Brooker et al. 1975a; Brooker 1987; Morris et al. 1988). Recently, crystals from 
the surface of washed rind cheeses have been observed via PLM, but quantification of 
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ABSTRACT 
Surface crystallization and radial demineralization of Ca, P, and Mg occur in smear-ripened 
cheese. Furthermore, crystals of ikaite, struvite, calcite, and brushite have been identified 
in cheese smears by powder X-ray diffractometry (PXRD), and ikaite and struvite exist in 
smears as single crystals. Polarized light microscopy (PLM) is a simple, inexpensive, and 
well-established method in geology to detect and identify single crystals. However, use of 
PLM to presumptively identify cheese crystals has not been reported previously. The 
specific objectives of this research were: 1) to presumptively identify crystals in cheese 
smears using selected PLM criteria; 2) to compare presumptive identification by PLM 
against PXRD; and 3) to develop and evaluate a novel treatment for smear material to 
improve crystal analyses by both PLM and PXRD.  Duplicate wheels of four cheeses 
produced by different manufacturers were obtained from retail sources. Scrapings of 
surface smears were prepared and analyzed by PLM and PXRD by previously described 
methods. Crystals were categorized by PLM based on angle of extinction (AE), 
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birefringence behavior under crossed polarizers and quartz filters, and size and shape 
(circularity) by image analysis. Crystals observed by PLM fell almost exclusively into two 
readily differentiated groups based on birefringence behavior and estimated angle of 
extinction: Group 1 (n=18) were highly birefringent with AE=88-92°; group 2 (n=28) had 
no birefringence with AE=13-26°. Group 2 crystals were significantly larger and more 
circular than group 1 crystals. Group 1 and 2 were presumptively identified as struvite and 
ikaite, respectively, based on known birefringence and AE characteristics. Struvite was 
presumptively identified in all four cheeses by PLM but in only three cheeses by PXRD. 
Ikaite was presumptively identified in three cheeses by PLM but in only two cheeses by 
PXRD. These discrepancies occurred because the smear scrapings from one cheese 
contained excessive amorphous matter that caused extreme background noise, potentially 
obscuring diffractogram peaks that may have been present. To minimize noise, smear 
scrapings were dispersed in aqueous NaOH (pH 10) prior to analyses, which resulted in 
consistent results by PXRD and PLM. The method also rendered high quality images by 
PLM. Data suggest that PLM may offer a simple and inexpensive means to identify 
struvite, ikaite and possibly other single crystals in cheese smears. 







 Crystals have a dramatic effect on the sensorial and physical properties of many 
cheese varieties (Tansman et al., 2015). For example, much research has focused on surface 
crystals of calcium lactate pentahydrate and their detrimental effect on the visual 
appearance of Cheddar cheese (Agarwal et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 1990). Dense, hard 
crystals of tyrosine that form internally in aged Parmesan cheeses have also received much 
attention because of their positive impact on the characteristic granular texture that is 
considered a defining attribute of the fully mature cheese (Zannoni et al., 1994; Noël et al., 
1996). In contrast, dense, hard internal crystals of calcium lactate pentahydrate that 
sometimes occur in Cheddar cheese may be viewed as defects because they are unfamiliar 
to many consumers and may be mistaken for foreign objects (Tansman et al., 2015).   
 In addition to affecting cheese texture and visual appearance directly, crystals may 
also indirectly trigger dramatic changes in sensorial and physical properties, as in the case 
of soft surface ripened white mold (bloomy rind) cheese varieties such as Camembert and 
Brie. pH-induced crystallization of calcium phosphate at the surface of bloomy rind 
cheeses sets up a pronounced outward migration of endogenous cheese minerals such as 
calcium, magnesium, and phosphorus during ripening (Le Graet & Brule, 1988; Le Graet 
et al., 1983; Tansman et al., 2017a). This process leads to demineralization of the curd body 
and results in pH-dependent radial softening, significantly affecting the overall texture and 
body of the resulting cheese (Metch & Fanni, 1978). 
 A similar process of radial softening occurs in soft surface ripened washed rind 
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(smear ripened) cheeses. However, in contrast to bloomy rind cheeses, the surface crystals 
that form on soft washed rind cheese consist mostly of ikaite (calcium carbonate 
hexahydrate), struvite (magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate) and small amounts 
of calcite (calcium carbonate), with only minor and evidently transient formation of 
brushite (calcium phosphate dihydrate) (Tansman et al., 2015, 2017b,c).   Anecdotal reports 
from the industry and informal observations by the authors suggest that these surface 
crystals can grow to sizes that exceed the sensory perception threshold and cause a gritty 
or sandy texture in the rinds of soft washed rind cheeses. 
 Advances in analytical approaches to identify and characterize crystals in cheese 
have helped to fuel a growing interest in cheese crystal research, including several recent 
studies that employed new applications powder X-ray diffractometry (PXRD) (Tansman 
et al., 2014, 2015; Tansman et al., 2017a,b).  A limitation of this technique, however, has 
been the presence of high background noise due to the difficulty of removing non-
crystalline cheese material from the harvested crystals, which can make interpretation of 
X-ray diffraction patterns difficult and result in unidentified crystal phases (Bloss, 2012). 
This difficulty appears to be especially problematical when analyzing surface scrapings 
from soft washed rind and bloomy rind cheeses (Tansman et al., 2017a,b).  
 Polarized light microscopy (PLM), which is a well-known technique in optical 
mineralogy and crystallography to study and identify crystals, is another promising 
approach that has been recently applied to study cheese crystals (Tansman et al., 2017b,c).  
PLM offers a simple and inexpensive, yet powerful analytical approach when crystals 
occur as single crystals because the anisotropic nature of single crystals lends them unique 
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identifying features such as angle of extinction and birefringence when viewed using this 
methodology (Nesse, 2004). Angle of extinction refers to the specific position that some 
crystals go “extinct”, or dark/transparent, when viewed under cross polarized light (Nesse, 
2004). Birefringence refers to the coloring some crystals take on when view under cross 
polarized light. The type and intensity of birefringence can help indicate crystal type (Dyar 
et al., 2008). Single crystals also tend to exhibit characteristic shapes and geometries that 
can aid in identification (Bloss, 2012). Image analysis software can be used to quantify the 
shape and size of crystals, allowing for robust analysis and differentiation. These crystal 
morphologies, along with intensity of birefringence and angle of extinction, can all be used 
to tentatively identify specific crystal species.  
 Previous studies confirmed that the principal surface crystals on soft washed rind 
cheeses, namely ikaite and struvite, occurred as single crystals that were readily observed 
using PLM under crossed polarizers (Tansman et al., 2017 b,c). The present work now aims 
to apply the above criteria to presumptively identify single crystals present on the surface 
of soft washed rind cheeses.  The specific objectives of this work are three-fold: (1) to 
presumptively identify surface crystals on soft washed rind cheese using specific PLM 
criteria, (2) to compare presumptive PLM identification against PXRD, and (3) to develop 
and evaluate a novel treatment for cheese surface smear material to improve the analyses 




MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Cheeses Samples 
Four different soft washed rind cheese varieties were purchased at local retailers in 
the Burlington, VT area. Two wheels of each cheese variety with identical code date and 
vat identifier (if available) were obtained and served as duplicate experimental units.  All 
analyses were performed identically on each of the two wheels for each of the four 
varieties.  All cheese samples were stored at 3°C for up to three days until analyses were 
conducted. A flat-tip pH electrode (Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ) was used for 
surface pH measurements. The probe was placed on three separate rind locations (top, side, 
bottom) and measurements were averaged. (6 total pH measurements per cheese variety) 
Moisture analyses were conducted in triplicate using a forced draft oven set at 100°C. A 
wedge of cheese from each wheel was homogenized in a mortar and pestle. Approximately 
2 grams of homogenized sample were weighed into pre-dried and pre-weighed aluminum 
pans and then allowed to dry for 24 hours at 100°C, until a constant weight was reached. 
(6 total moisture content measurements per cheese variety)  
Smear Collection 
Smear scrapings were collected from a 1 cm2 section of cheese rind using a metal 
spatula. Care was taken to limit the fracturing of crystals. Scrapings were applied directly 
to microscope and diffraction slides for PLM and PXRD analyses, respectively, using a 





Alkaline dispersions (pH=10) of smears were prepared by submerging a sample of 
smear (collected as described above) in 15mL of 0.0001M NaOH (Fisher Scientific, 
Pittsburgh, PA) in a 50mL beaker. Beakers were vortexed gently to encourage dispersion 
of smear matrix. Alkaline mixtures were allowed to sit at room temperature for 
approximately three hours. Crystals that settled to the bottom of the beaker were used for 
PLM and PXRD analyses.   
Powder X-ray Diffractometry 
A zero-background diffraction slide was used for all PXRD analyses. Cheese smear 
scrapings were mounted directly on the slide and overlaid with a thin film of mineral oil as 
described in previous work (Tansman et al., 2017 b,c).  For alkaline dispersion samples, 
300μL of crystal-containing smear dispersion liquid (pipetted from the bottom of the 
beaker) were applied to the diffraction slide. A tissue (Kimwipes, Kimberly-Clark 
Professional, Roswell, GA) was used to absorb excess liquid. Diffractograms were 
generated on a Miniflex II powder X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku, The Woodlands, TX) 
using a speed of 2° 2θ/min between 5° 2θ and 50° 2θ. Diffraction patterns were compared 
to existing reference diffraction patterns archived in the International Center for Diffraction 
Data (ICDD) database. Diffractograms were analyzed and compared using the PDXL 
diffractometer software package (Rigaku, The Woodlands, TX). The following ICDD 
reference cards were used: #01-074-7147 (ikaite), #00-015-0762 (struvite), and #01-074-
3640 (brushite). The experimental diffraction patterns were compared to the reference 
pattern from each ICDD card in order to account for all peaks in the experimental 
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diffraction pattern. The absence of additional unexplained peaks indicated all crystal types 
were elucidated by the reference patterns within the sensitivity of the equipment and 
experimental design. Some experimental diffraction patterns exhibited preferred 
orientation, but did not prevent identification of the major crystal phases present in the 
experimental samples. Preferred orientation results in diffraction patterns with missing 
peaks or peaks of diminished intensity (Klug & Alexander, 1954). 
Polarized Light Microscopy 
Samples collected by the scraping method were applied to a glass microscope slide 
and overlaid with a thin film of mineral oil to prevent dehydration. Samples prepared in 
alkaline dispersion were analyzed directly in a beaker to prevent atmospheric exposure of 
the crystalline entities. Polarized light micrographs were captured using a Nikon E200POL 
microscope (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Samples were viewed under crossed 
polarizers. Images were recorded using a SPOT Idea 1.3 MP color camera (SPOT Imaging 
Solutions, Sterling Heights, MI). The microscope was equipped with a rotating stage, 
which was used to analyze angles of extinction. Observed objects were determined to be 
single crystals if they displayed uniform extinction. Video was captured of each field of 
view while rotating the stage a full 360°. Angle of extinction measurements were 
determined using these videos and an on-screen protractor (Protractor for Mac, Trilithon 
Software, New York, NY). Three fields of view (FOV) were used for each duplicate cheese 
(6 total images were collected per cheese variety). FOVs were chosen at random by moving 
the stage random distances in the x and y directions. Random distances were determined 
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using the “random” package (Eddelbuettel, 2017) in R (version R version 3.3.2; R 
Foundation for Statistical Computing; Vienna, Austria). 
Image Analysis 
PLM images were imported into Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems Incorporated, 
San Jose, CA) where the crystalline entities were outlined and a black background was 
applied. Overlapping crystals, crystals with edges obscured by smear material, and crystals 
intersecting the FOV border were not outlined, and not used for any further analysis. The 
outlined images were analyzed using Fiji (ImageJ distribution, Schindelin et al. 2012). 
Images were converted to 8-bit black and white, and thresholding was applied using the 
Li's Minimum Cross Entropy thresholding option (Li & Lee, 1993). The threshold images 
were then analyzed using the particle analysis plugin. Metrics of interest (area and 
circularity) were collected and recorded for each isolated crystal in each processed image. 
Outlined entities smaller than 50 pixels2 were not included due to limited measurement 
accuracy when analyzing very small objects.  
Statistical Analysis 
Crystal grouping data and crystal harvest technique data were analyzed via a one-
way ANOVA. Analyses were performed using JMP Pro 13 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Cheeses Samples 
All cheese samples had surface pH values and moisture contents that were 
consistent with the soft washed rind cheese category (Table 7).  Surface pH values varied 
by approximately 0.5, and moisture content varied by approximately 5% across the 
different cheeses. These observed differences are perhaps a result of differences in make 
procedure, ripening regimen, and age of the samples at the time of observation. 
Polarized Light Microscopy 
Extinction angle, birefringence, and image analysis results stratified the observed 
crystals into two well-defined groupings (Table 8). Examples of polarized light 
micrographs of crystals isolated from smear scrapings are shown in Figure 4. “Group 1” 
crystals exhibited an average size and circularity of approximately 5600μm2 and 0.662, 
respectively, and were observed in all four cheeses used in this study. These crystals 
exhibited angles of extinction in the range of 89.5° to 91.0° (mean = 90.1°) and high 
birefringent coloring. “Group 1” crystals can be seen in Figure 4 marked with hollow 
arrows. Their birefringence is manifested as bright colors such as blue, orange, teal, yellow, 
and green. A common occurrence observed during PLM analyses was a color 
transformation of “Group 1” crystals when the microscope stage was rotated. They often 
started as bright blue and, upon rotation past extinction (i.e. transparency), transitioned to 
bright orange. The use of the quartz (quarter-λ) filter enhances weak birefringent coloring, 
and a similar process has been used previously to identify urate crystals, where they showed 
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a characteristic color transformation from yellow to blue (Hardy & Nation, 1984). “Group 
1” crystals had an angle of extinction of approximately 90°, which is known as parallel 
extinction in the optical mineralogy field (Dyar et al., 2008). The shape of “Group 1” 
crystals were often trapezoidal and angular, as confirmed by circularity measurements. 
“Group 1” crystals were significantly smaller and less circular than “Group 2” crystals 
(p<0.05). The angle of extinction, shape, and birefringent coloring of “Group 1” crystals 
are consistent with the mineral struvite, which exhibits parallel extinction (Ellis, 1962), has 
a characteristic angular or needle-like shape (Wilsenach et al., 2007), and has similar 
coloring (Daudon et al., 2016). 
The average size and circularity of “Group 2” crystals was approximately 
22000μm2 and 0.708, respectively, and were observed in cheeses A, C, and D. They were 
significantly larger and rounder/more circular than “Group 1” crystals (p<0.05). They had 
angles of extinction in the range of 13.5° to 24.5°, as well as little-to-no birefringent 
coloring. (shown in Figure 4 – solid arrows) The absence of birefringence presents as 
crystals having a white coloring. “Group 2” crystals exhibited a mean extinction angle of 
18.1°. Angle of extinction not equal to 90° is known as “inclined extinction”. The range of 
extinction angles observed for “Group 2” crystals was likely caused by difficulties during 
angle of extinction measurement. Round crystals, fractured crystals, and crystals obscured 
by smear material make proper orientation and angle measurement more difficult. The 
angle of extinction, shape, and low birefringent coloring of “Group 2” crystals are 
consistent with the mineral ikaite, which exhibits inclined extinction at an angle around 
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17° (Hesse et al. 1983), has a characteristic round/oval shape, and has similar coloring 
(Rysgaard et al., 2012). 
Powder X-ray Diffractometry 
Diffractograms of smear scrapings (Figure 5) identified crystals in cheeses A, B, 
and D. Smear scrapings from cheese A displayed distinctive peaks consistent with struvite 
(NH4MgPO4·6H2O) and ikaite (CaCO3·6H2O). Cheese B smear scrapings were found to 
only contain struvite crystals. Cheese C smear scrapings resulted in diffractograms 
displaying high amorphous background noise with no identifiable crystal peaks. Cheese D 
smear scrapings displayed peaks consistent with struvite and ikaite crystals. The absence 
of discernable crystal peaks in the diffractograms from cheese C smears (Figure 5C) is at 
odds with the “Group 1” and “Group 2” crystals identified as struvite and ikaite, 
respectively, during PLM analysis (Figure 4C; Table 10). However, it is important to note 
that all of the diffractograms obtained from the two wheels of cheese C displayed extremely 
high background noise, even when the analyses were repeated several times.   Although 
high background was present, to varying degrees, across all analyzed smear samples, the 
exceptionally high background noise of cheese C made complete identification more 
difficult and increased the possibility of not detecting certain crystalline phases that may 
have been present in small amounts. This may possibly explain the discrepancy with cheese 
C, which clearly displayed crystals that were presumptively identified as ikaite and struvite 




Significance of Ikaite, Struvite, and Brushite 
Ikaite, struvite, and brushite have all been previously identified in soft washed rind 
cheese (Tansman et al., 2015; Tansman et al., 2017b,c). These minerals most likely form as 
a result of physiochemical changes during cheese ripening, including radial mineral 
migration and gaseous changes of the ripening atmosphere (Tansman et al., 2017 b; 
McSweeney, 2004). Crystal formation no doubt plays an important role in cheese softening 
and texture development by sequestering important structural components of the casein 
matrix such as calcium and phosphate. In addition to changes of the cheese body, crystal 
formation may also have an impact on the sensory properties of the cheese surface as well. 
Anecdotal reports from cheese makers and mongers point towards surface grittiness 
potentially being a common defect among smear ripened cheeses (M. Kehler, Cellars at 
Jasper Hill, Greensboro, VT, personal communication). Present results suggest that certain 
crystals, especially ikaite, may grow large enough to surpass the sensory perception 
threshold and result in the aforementioned grittiness. Vaisey-Genser et al. (1989) estimated 
the crystal size threshold for grittiness in margarine spreads to be 22μm, while Hough et 
al. (1990) noted a detection threshold range of 45μm - 105μm for sandiness in Dulce de 
Leche. A similar threshold of 45μm has been used for the detection threshold of ice crystals 
in ice cream (Goff & Hartel, 2013). Figure 4 shows many crystals which exceed the length 
of the scale bars shown (250μm). Crystals of this order of size are very likely exceeding 
the sensory perception threshold, but further study linking crystal size to sensory response 




Presumptive Crystal Identification via PLM 
Based on the results from PXRD analyses, and the crystal groupings identified from 
PLM images, we make the supposition that “Group 1” and “Group 2” crystals can 
tentatively be identified as struvite and ikaite, respectively. The overall crystal types 
identified by the different analysis techniques used in the present study are summarized in 
Table 10. Presumptive struvite crystals were significantly smaller and less circular than 
presumptive ikaite crystals (Figure 4). Presumptive struvite also exhibited high birefringent 
coloring and parallel extinction, whereas presumptive ikaite had low birefringence and 
inclined extinction (Table 8; Figure 4). These properties are consistent with observations 
in our previous work (Tansman et al., 2017b; Tansman et al., 2017b,c) and the optical 
mineralogy literature (Ellis, 1962; Hesse et al., 1983). Crystal size and circularity may 
change based on the cheese age and crystals fracturing during examination, but angle of 
extinction and birefringence are intrinsic properties not dependent on crystal size or shape 
(Dyar et al., 2008). Although angle of extinction and birefringence are likely sufficient to 
aid in the identification among the small subset of crystals known to occur on the rinds of 
smear-ripened cheeses, more advanced optical techniques can be employed. One such 
technique is to examine interference figures, which appear as regions of light and dark with 
specific coloring depending on the type of crystal (Bloss, 1961). A Bertrand lens is inserted 
between the ocular and microscope objective in order to see an interference figure. 
Interference figures were generated for presumptive ikaite and struvite crystals, which were 
biaxial (-) 2V~40° and biaxial (+) 2V~45°, respectively. This is in agreement with 
reference values (Hudson Institute of Mineralogy, 2018). This further confirms the 
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conclusion made using observations of birefringence, extinction angle, and crystal 
morphology. These criteria can be used as part of a robust methodology for presumptively 
identifying crystal types via PLM, and are standard techniques in the optical 
crystallographic of minerals in subdisciplines of geology. 
Although PXRD will remain the gold standard for crystal identification, it has 
possible drawbacks. The high capital cost and advanced experience needed to interpret 
results is often exclusionary for most cheese technology professionals. The presence of 
amorphous material can also make PXRD analysis difficult and prevent the detection of 
crystalline entities, as evident in Figure 5C. 
Alkaline Dispersion Sample Preparation 
As a possible remedy to the high amorphous background issue, alkaline dispersions 
of each smear scraping were prepared and analyzed via PXRD and PLM. Diffractograms 
from each alkaline smear dispersion can be seen in Figure 6. Cheese A smear dispersion 
displayed characteristics of struvite, ikaite, and brushite crystals. Cheese B displayed peaks 
consistent with only struvite crystals being present. Cheese C displayed peaks indicative 
of struvite and ikaite crystals.  Cheese D was found to contain struvite and ikaite. Across 
all diffractograms, less amorphous background noise was present, as can be viewed by the 
lower baselines in Figure 6.  Of note is the emergence of diffractogram peaks 
corresponding to ikaite and struvite in the alkaline smear dispersion of cheese C (Figure 
6C), which were consistent with the presumptive identifications by PLM, but were not 
present in the direct smear scrapings (Figure 4C; Table 10).  This suggests that the alkaline 
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treatment improved the sensitivity of the PXRD identification by separating the smear 
crystals from the amorphous smear material that caused high baseline noise in the direct 
smear sample. Also of interest is the emergence of diffractogram peaks corresponding to 
brushite in the alkaline dispersion of cheese A.  This again could be due to the improved 
PXRD sensitivity, or it could indicate induced crystallization due to the alkaline 
environments to which the smears were subjected. Although the latter is possible, the 
absence of brushite from the three other alkaline treatments points towards better PXRD 
performance as the causative factor. Previous work (Tansman et al., 2017b) has also shown 
brushite to be endogenous to cheese smears when measured directly, without alkaline 
treatment.  
Summary data of image analysis results from crystals isolated via alkaline smear 
dispersions, and also via smear scrapings, are shown in Table 9. Crystals analyzed from 
the alkaline dispersions were smaller and less circular on average than crystals analyzed 
via the smear scraping method. The alkaline dispersions may have caused the crystals to 
partially dissolve or may have preferentially separated smaller, less circular crystals. 
However, the large differences in standard deviations between the two treatments violated 
the assumption of homogeneity of variance, and therefore a statistical difference tests could 
not be performed on mean crystal area and circularity. Of special note is the improved 
quality of micrographs captured when the alkaline dispersion method was used (Figure 7). 
Smear material was present in minute quantities and crystal entities were clearer and more 
easily identifiable. Given this, the alkaline dispersion technique coupled with PLM could 
be a powerful presumptive identification tool, but perhaps not suitable for quantification 
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of crystal size or shape. These micrographs also allowed for observations of multi-
generational crystal growth and possible resorption (Figure 8). Multi-generational crystal 
growth can occur after an initial crystal is formed (first generation), and reaction conditions 
change such that new crystal growth occurs at a future time, using the first generation as a 
seed crystal. This new growth is known as a second generation crystal (Klapper, 2010), 
and may be the result of an influx of minerals necessary for crystal growth to occur again. 
Resorption occurs when crystals dissolve back into solution, which can be indicative of a 
shift in equilibrium (Ginibre et al., 2007). A struvite crystal can be seen in Figure 8 (open 
arrow) with an irregular morphology and pitted surface, suggesting it may be being 
resorbed into solution. This suggests that changes in the mineral content of the cheese’s 
water phase resulted in struvite being dissolved back into solution, while a second 
generation of ikaite was crystallizing. Both of these phenomena once again suggest that the 
smears on washed rind cheeses are complicated chemical systems that can influence 
complex crystallization dynamics.  
CONCLUSIONS 
The present study outlines a novel approach to analyzing the size and shape of surface 
situated crystals on externally bacterial ripened cheeses via PLM and image analysis, as 
well as a set of presumptive criteria to establish the identity of these crystals. When PXRD 
analyses are not feasible due to cost or lack of trained personnel, PLM is a powerful tool 
that can lend valuable insight into the types of crystals present on the surface of smear 
ripened cheeses. These findings provide exciting opportunities for researchers to further 
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Table 7. Cheese sample compositional information. Results are from triplicate measurements 
from duplicate wheels of cheese. 
Sample Manufacture Location 
Surface pH Moisture Content (%) 
Mean SD Mean SD 
Cheese A Vermont, USA 6.50 0.04 47.3 0.92 
Cheese B New York, USA 6.71 0.03 45.2 0.57 
Cheese C Vermont, USA 6.84 0.04 47.9 0.92 





Table 8. Crystal grouping results from image analysis of polarized light micrographs. N refers to the 










Mean SD Mean SD Mean Range 












Table 9. Comparison of crystal size and shape between the two harvesting techniques. 
Extraction Method 
Area (μm2) Circularity 
Mean SD Mean SD 
Alkaline dispersion 17738.57 14690.18 0.632 0.110 





Table 10. Summary of crystal identification results from powder X-ray diffractometry 















Cheese B struvite struvite struvite 

















Figure 4. Polarized light micrographs captured via the smear scraping method from cheeses A, B, C, 
and D. Examples of presumptive ikaite crystals labeled with solid arrows. Examples of presumptive 






Figure 5. PXRD patterns of crystals isolated from cheeses A, B, C, and D via the smear scraping 
method. Diffractogram peaks are labeled as being characteristic of ikaite (square) or struvite 
(triangle). Y-axis is using arbitrary units (AU) of counts per second. 





Figure 6. PXRD patterns of crystals isolated from cheeses A, B, C, and D via the alkaline dispersion 
method. Diffractogram peaks are labeled as being characteristic of ikaite (square), struvite (triangle), 





Figure 7. Polarized light micrographs comparing image quality when the smear scraping technique is 
employed (A), and when the alkaline dispersion method is used (B). Scale bars represent 250μm. 






Figure 8. Polarized light micrograph captured using the alkaline dispersion method. Example of 
presumptive ikaite showing multi-generational growth. First generation (solid arrow) can be seen 
encompassed by second generation (striped arrow). Presumptive struvite showing possibility of 
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ABSTRACT 
Soft smear-ripened cheeses undergo extensive surface crystallization and radial 
demineralization of calcium, magnesium and phosphorus, which likely contribute to radial 
softening during ripening. Furthermore, anecdotal evidence suggests that grittiness is a 
common characteristic of smear-ripened cheeses. The primary aims of the present study 
were to evaluate the intensity of perceived grittiness in U.S. artisanal and European PDO 
smear ripened cheeses, and to relate perceived grittiness to the size, shape and identity of 
crystals present in the cheese surface smears. Fully ripened wheels of 24 different varieties 
of smear-ripened cheeses, 16 produced in the U.S. and 8 in the E.U., were obtained from 
retail sources. A trained sensory panel (n=12) was employed to evaluate intensity of 
grittiness. Crystals present in the cheese smears were identified by powder X-ray 
diffractometry and polarized light microscopy (PLM), and further evaluated in PLM 
micrographs by image analysis for size and shape characteristics.  Mean sensory scores for 
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the 24 cheeses ranged from no perceived grittiness to pronounced grittiness.  Surface 
crystals included ikaite, struvite, calcite and brushite, and mean crystal length and area 
ranged among cheeses from 27μm to 1096μm, and 533μm2 to 213,969μm2, respectively.  
Panel threshold for grittiness occurred at a mean crystal length of about 66μm and mean 
crystal area of about 2913μm2.  Cheeses with mean values at or below these thresholds 
displayed negligible perceived grittiness.  In contrast, for cheeses with mean values above 
these thresholds, the mean sensory scores for grittiness were highly correlated with mean 
crystal length and crystal area (r=0.93 and 0.96, respectively; P<0.001).  Results suggest 
that surface crystals in soft smear ripened cheeses influence sensory perception of texture 
in complex ways that likely include radial softening and grittiness development. A better 
understanding of factors that govern surface crystal formation may lead to improved 
control over crystallization and more consistent cheese texture. 
INTRODUCTION 
Soft smear ripened cheeses, also known as soft washed rind cheeses, can encompass 
a wide variety of products. Several underlying commonalities, however, are the surface 
application of a brine solution during aging, the resulting outgrowth and proliferation of a 
complex surface microbiota, and the radial softening/liquefaction of the cheese body over 
time (Brennan et al. 2004). These actions bring about the characteristic reddish-orange 




The surface ecologies of smear ripened cheeses are complex and can contain dozens 
of genera of fungi and bacteria, such as Penicillium, Debaryomyces, Brevibacterium, 
Corynebacterium, and many others (Wolfe et al. 2014; Dugat-Bony et al. 2016). These 
microbes, and their associated metabolisms, can have dramatic effects on cheese chemistry 
and ripening. The metabolization of lactate and subsequent pH rise can induce precipitation 
and crystallization of minerals at the cheese surface, causing radial migration of minerals 
outward (Tansman et al. 2017b). A homologous process has been observed in a closely 
related cheese variety: white mold cheeses such as brie and camembert (Le Graet et al. 
1983; Le Graet and Brule 1988; Tansman et al. 2017c). Another consequence of surface 
microbe activity is the production of gaseous metabolites such as carbon dioxide and 
ammonia (Karahadian et al. 1987; Riahi et al. 2007). These alkaline surface conditions, 
combined with the aforementioned minerals and gaseous components, result in various 
surface-situated crystals being formed on washed rind cheeses. Ikaite (calcium carbonate 
hexahydrate - CaCO3•6H2O), Calcite (calcium carbonate - CaCO3), Struvite (magnesium 
ammonium phosphate hexahydrate - NH4MgPO4•6H2O), and Brushite (dicalcium 
phosphate dihydrate - CaHPO4•2H2O) have been previously identified on soft washed rind 
cheeses (Tansman et al. 2017a, b). 
While the identity of these crystals have been confirmed using a robust set of 
methodologies including powder X-ray diffractometry (PXRD), single crystal X-ray 
diffractometry, and polarized light microscopy (PLM), their incidence have only been 
confirmed in a small number of cheeses from a few producers (Tansman et al. 2015, 2017a, 
b; Polowsky et al. 2018). Moreover, the direct effect of these crystals on the sensorial 
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properties of washed rind cheeses remains an unresolved question. Anecdotal reports from 
cheese makers, cheese mongers, and the popular press indicate that a relatively common 
defect of this cheese variety is a gritty or sandy mouthfeel associated with the rind (M. 
Kehler, Cellars at Jasper Hill, Greensboro, VT, personal communication). The authors have 
found only one mention in scientific literature referencing this proposedly common defect 
(Le Mens et al. 2000), but none studying its possible linkage to surface crystals. The present 
study aims at addressing this dearth in knowledge. Previous work demonstrated that surface 
crystals on washed rind cheeses can grow to large sizes, on the order of hundreds of 
microns (Tansman et al. 2017a; Polowsky et al. 2018). This size of crystal most likely 
exceeds the sensory perception threshold, which has been reported in food products to be 
anywhere from ~20μm to ~105μm depending on product and number of crystals present 
(Vaisey-Genser et al. 1989; Hough et al. 1990; Goff and Hartel 2013). A systematic study 
comparing crystal size to grittiness occurrence in smear ripened rind cheese is needed to 
confirm what sensorial effects these crystals contribute to this cheese variety.   
Looking broadly, the occurrence of calcium lactate crystals in cheddar cheese 
(Johnson et al. 1990; Agarwal et al. 2006; Tansman et al. 2015) and amino acid crystals in 
Parmesan-style cheeses (Zannoni et al. 1994; Noël et al. 1996) are well known in the dairy 
technology world, and their effects on cheese quality have been studied to some extent. 
Such work has yet to be done in the area of smear ripened cheeses. The present study sets 
forth the following goals to address these gaps in understanding: (1) to establish “grittiness” 
as a sensory attribute while assessing other key attributes for washed rind cheeses, (2) to 
utilize PXRD and PLM techniques to understand the prevalence of surface crystals, (3) to 
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employ image analysis software to quantify the size and shape of these surface crystals, 
and (4) to correlate the occurrence of grittiness with crystal size/shape/type.  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Cheese Samples 
Commercial soft washed rind cheeses (n=24) were sourced from the United States 
and Europe (France, Italy, Spain, and Germany). Replicate wheels of cheese, with the same 
code data and vat identifier (if available), were used for all analyses. All samples were 
purchased from retail establishments or were shipped overnight on ice, and inspected upon 
arrival. Samples were stored at 3°C for up to five days until analyses were conducted. Each 
of the cheeses used in this study will be referred to with a single letter (A through X). 
Compositional Analysis 
Surface pH measurements were taken on three separate locations (bottom, side, and 
top) on each wheel using a flat-tipped probe (Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ), and 
averaged for each cheese (six total pH measurements per cheese). Moisture content was 
determined in triplicate using a forced air draft oven set to 100C. A cross-section from 
each wheel was ground to homogeneity using a mortar and pestle. Approximately two 
grams of homogenized sample were weighed and transferred into pre-dried and pre-
weighed aluminum pans. Samples were dried for 24 hours, or until a constant mass was 




Cheese Smear Collection and Processing 
A 1cm2 rind section of smear material of each wheel was collected using a metal 
spatula. Gentle pressure was used to limit the possibility of crystals being fractured. For 
PXRD analysis, alkaline dispersions (pH=10) of smear samples were used. Dispersions 
were prepared by placing the smear sample in a 50mL beaker and covering with 15mL of 
0.0001M NaOH (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA), which were then vortexed gently to 
encourage good dispersion and allowed to rest at room temperature for approximately two 
hours. Crystals that settled to the bottom of the beaker during this time were used for PXRD 
analysis. Alkaline dispersion was used to lower the amount of amorphous material present 
in the cheese smears, thereby lowering the background noise in the diffractograms and 
improving PXRD performance overall. For PLM analysis, smear samples were applied 
directly to glass microscope slides. Alkaline dispersion was not used for PLM analysis, 
because our previous work (Chapter 2) indicated that crystal size may be reduced when an 
alkaline dispersion methodology is used to harvest crystals, perhaps due to dissolution of 
the crystals in the aqueous environment. 
Powder X-ray Diffractometry 
A 300μL aliquot of alkaline smear dispersion liquid (pipetted from bottom of 
beaker) was applied to a zero-background diffraction slide for all PXRD analyses. Care 
was taken to ensure the dispersion liquid was applied to the center of the slide in order to 
allow for equal distribution of crystals on slide. Excess liquid was absorbed by blotting 
with a tissue (Kimwipes, Kimberly-Clark Professional, Roswell, GA). Diffraction patterns 
were generated using a Miniflex II powder X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku, The Woodlands, 
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TX). Patterns were created between 5° 2θ and 50° 2θ, using a speed of 2° 2θ/min. The 
PDXL software package (Rigaku, The Woodlands, TX) was used to analyze the 
diffractograms. Each experimental pattern was compared to existing reference diffraction 
patterns in the International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD) database. The following 
ICDD reference cards were used: 01-074-7147 (ikaite), 01-074-3640 (brushite), 00-005-
0586 (calcite), 00-015-0762 (struvite), and 00-039-1840 (L-tyrosine). Peaks from 
experimental patterns were compared to reference patterns until all peaks were identified. 
Preferred orientation was present in several of the experimental diffraction patterns but did 
not inhibit identification of major crystalline phases (Discussed at more length in Chapter 
2). 
Polarized Light Microscopy 
Smear scrapings applied to a glass microscope slide (as described above) were 
overlaid with a thin film of mineral oil in order to delay crystal dehydration. Micrographs 
of smear scrapings were captured using a Nikon E200POL microscope (Nikon 
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a rotating stage. Samples were viewed under 
polarized light (crossed polarizers) using a 1/4λ plate (quartz filter), and images were 
captured using a SPOT Idea 1.3 MP color camera (SPOT Imaging Solutions, Sterling 
Heights, MI). Presumptive entities were confirmed to be crystals when they displayed 
uniform extinction upon rotating the stage a full 360°. Four fields of view (FOV) were 
captured for each cheese wheel duplicate. FOVs were chosen at random using a systematic 
random sampling method (Altunkaynak et al. 2011). Gridded microscope slide stickers 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were applied to back side of each microscope slide. Grid 
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squares were chosen at random and centered in each FOV, and an image was captured 
(eight images total were captured per cheese). 
Image Analysis 
Images from PLM were imported into Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems 
Incorporated, San Jose, CA), where a black background was applied and crystals were 
outlined using the Quick Selection tool. Crystals that were overlapping, crystals obscured 
by smear material, and crystals not entirely in the FOV were not used for any further 
analysis. Outlined images were saved as PNG files and analyzed using Fiji (ImageJ 
distribution; Schindelin et al. 2012). Each image was converted to black and white (8 bit 
images), and thresholding was applied using the Li's Minimum Cross Entropy thresholding 
option (Li and Lee 1993). Each image was then analyzed using the particle analysis plugin. 
Area, perimeter, and circularity measurements were collected and recorded for each 
isolated crystal in each processed image. A minimum size threshold of 50 pixels2 was used, 
objects smaller than this could not be accurately measured and were not used in any further 
analysis. 
Descriptive Sensory Analysis 
A trained sensory panel (n=12) evaluated all samples in duplicate using the 
SpectrumTM method (Meilgaard et al. 2007). A 15-point intensity scale was used for each 
attribute. Sensory panelists were recruited from the staff of The Cellars at Japer Hill 
(Greensboro, VT), and had extensive prior experience evaluating washed rind cheeses. 
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Each panelist underwent an additional 15 hours of training specific to this study. Attribute 
definitions, evaluation techniques, and attribute references can be seen in Table 11. 
A half-inch cross section of each cheese, consisting of two pieces of rind separated by the 
cheese body, were stored in small soufflé cups labeled with random three digit codes. All 
samples were evaluated at a temperature of 15C. Panelists expectorated all samples and 
were provided with deionized water and unsalted crackers as palate cleansers. RedJade 
software (RedJade Software Solutions, LLC, San Francisco, CA) was used to organize 
descriptive sensory data and to track panelist performance. Grittiness threshold was 
determined in a manner similar to that as described by Imai et al. (1995); based on the 
number of panelists that perceived no grittiness. All sensory analysis was performed in 
compliance of University of Vermont’s Institutional Review Board guidelines for human 
subjects. 
Statistical Analysis 
All statistical analyses were performed using R (version 3.3.2; R Core Team, 2016). 
Compositional data, crystal size/shape data, and descriptive sensory data were analyzed via 
one-way ANONVA (using the aov function) with Tukey’s Honest Significance Difference 
(HSD) test used to check for significant differences between means (P<0.05). The 
agricolae package was used for the Tukey HSD test (version 1.2-8; de Mendiburu, 2017). 
Principal component analysis (PCA) was also applied to these data using the FactoMineR 
package (version 1.34; Lê, Josse, & Husson, 2008). PCA was carried out using the 
correlation matrix. Pearson correlation coefficients were generated using the cor function. 
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Grittiness occurrence and PXRD data were analyzed via a chi-square test, using the vcd 
package (version 1.4-4; Meyer, Zeileis, & Hornik, 2017).   
RESULTS 
Cheese Composition 
Place of origin, moisture content, and pH values of the cheeses used in this study 
are shown in Table 12. Moisture content ranged from approximately 40% to 54%, however 
the majority of cheeses were at the higher end of that range. Although the moisture content 
ranged widely, all cheeses exhibited the characteristic softening associated with soft 
washed rind cheeses. pH ranged from approximately 6.6 to 8.0, which is also consistent 
with this cheese variety. These differences could have resulted from differences in make 
schedule, affinage practices, or the age at which the cheeses were examined.  
Powder X-ray Diffraction 
A representative diffractogram obtained from Cheese E can be seen in Figure 9, 
which highlights the crystal peaks identified in a single cheese. Individual diffractograms 
from all 24 cheeses are available as Supplement 1. Results from PXRD crystal 
identification are summarized in Table 13. Crystals were detected in 23 out of the 24 
(~96%) cheeses, with only one cheese (Cheese P) showing no identifiable peaks present in 
its diffractogram. Overall, the following crystal types were identified: struvite, ikaite, 
brushite, calcite, and the amino acid tyrosine. Of the samples with crystals present, struvite, 
ikaite, brushite, calcite, and tyrosine had approximate rates of occurrence of 100%, 70%, 
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26%, 17%, and 4%, respectively. Worthy of mention is the occurrence of multiple crystal 
types in a single cheese, which the majority (17 out of 24) of samples exhibited.  
Polarized Light Microscopy and Image Analysis 
 The results of presumptive crystal identification via PLM, and crystal metrics 
resulting from image analysis of PLM micrographs are shown in Table 13. PLM 
presumptive identification of ikaite and struvite crystals was carried out using the criteria 
described in Chapter 2, namely birefringence and angle of extinction. Such criteria have 
not been developed for the other crystal types present in this study. Overall, there was good 
agreement between PLM presumptive identification and PXRD identification. However, 
there were 7 instances (Cheeses B, G, H, L, Q, V, and X) where PLM analysis failed to 
detect ikaite and/or struvite when those crystal types were detected by PXRD. Of special 
interest are Cheeses S and T, where PLM presumptively identified struvite/ikaite which 
was not identified during PXRD analysis. Possible reasons for these discrepancies will be 
discussed below.   
 Crystal length and crystal area varied by two to three orders of magnitude, 
respectively. Crystal length ranged from approximately 27μm to 1100μm, with an overall 
average value of approximately 235μm. Crystal area ranged from approximately 500μm2 
to 200,000um2, with an overall average value of approximately 44000μm2. Crystal 
circularity ranged from approximately 0.480 to 0.960, with an overall average value of 
approximately 0.760. Circularity, in ImageJ, is calculated using the following formula: 
4pi(area/perimeter^2), where circularity of 1.00 indicates a perfect circle, and circularity 
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of 0.00 indicates an increasingly extended polygon. Figure 10 shows an example of PLM 
micrographs that were used for presumptive crystal identification and image analysis. 
Intra- and inter-sample differences in crystal shape, crystal size, and coloring are clearly 
visible. These results indicate a diverse collection of crystal sizes and morphologies existed 
on the surfaces of the soft washed rind cheeses used in this study. 
Descriptive Sensory Analysis 
Table 14 contains the results from the descriptive sensory analysis. All attributes, 
except grittiness, were detected in each of the cheeses evaluated. Mean grittiness scores 
varied widely depending on cheese, with a range from approximately 0.0 to 7.4. Panelists 
determined that two of the cheeses (P and Q) contained no perceptible grittiness, and had 
mean values of 0 for grittiness. Five other cheeses (H, K, L, R, and V) had very low 
grittiness scores (below 0.5), with a majority of the panelists indicating 0 for grittiness. The 
sensory threshold of grittiness was established in a manner similar to that described by Imai 
et al. (1995). Cheeses where at least 75% of panelists perceived zero grittiness in both 
replicates were considered below the threshold and therefore not gritty.  Mean scores for 
ammonia aroma, bitterness, and salt also varied somewhat widely, with approximate ranges 
of 1.1 to 8.5, 1.4 to 9.2, and 2.7 to 7.0, respectively. 
Principal component analysis (PCA) of sensory data, cheese compositional data, 
and crystal size/shape data was performed (Figure 11). Principal component (PC) 1 
accounted for approximately 32% of the variation in the data, and was composed mainly 
of crystal area, crystal length, and grittiness. PC 2 explained approximately 24% of the 
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variation, and was composed mainly of ammonia aroma, grittiness, and salt. PC 3 and 4 
were composed of acid, bitter, salt, moisture and crystal circularity (Appendix B). 
Approximately 25% of the variation in the data was explained by PC 3 and 4 (data not 
shown).  
DISCUSSION 
Significance of Crystal Types Identified 
Ikaite, calcite, struvite, and brushite were found on multiple cheeses used in this 
study. Each of these crystal types have been identified previously on soft washed rind 
cheese (Tansman et al. 2017a, b). Previous studies have included only a few cheeses, 
largely from one producer. This study incorporated 24 cheeses from 17 different producers 
located in the U.S. and Europe. The results of the present work indicate that these crystals 
are common among soft washed rind cheeses, and are not unique to a certain producer or 
region. Instead, these crystals are the result of physico/bio-chemical reactions common in 
this cheese variety, namely surface microbe metabolism and mineral migration. 
A few consequences of this microbe metabolism include: deacidification of the 
cheese surface and subsequent mineral precipitation, as well as proteolysis (McSweeney 
2004). The surface precipitation/crystallization establishes concentration gradients, which 
encourages radial migration of mineral elements, such as calcium, magnesium, and 
phosphorus (Tansman et al. 2017b). Gaseous products, including carbon dioxide and 
ammonia, are also formed during ripening of washed rind cheeses (Gori et al. 2007; Hélias 
et al. 2007). These surface-situated minerals (i.e. Ca, Mg, and PO4) and gaseous products 
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(CO2 and NH3) are the requisite components of the lattice structures of the various observed 
crystals. Large concentrations of these components accumulate on the cheese surface and 
most likely surpass the solubility threshold and form precipitates and crystals. 
The pronounced occurrence of struvite is notable; every sample that contained 
crystals contained struvite. Struvite has been reported in other biological systems, notably 
waste water processing (Kim et al. 2016), urinary stones (Wilsenach et al. 2007), and fish 
products (Amano 1950). While a main component of struvite, magnesium, occurs in cheese 
at much lower amounts than calcium, these crystals were omnipresent in the samples used 
in this study. Large amounts of phosphate and ammonia, along with struvite’s low 
solubility at neutral/high pH (Wu et al. 2005), might account for this. Calcite, and its 
metastable form ikaite were present in many of the samples. These crystals are both of the 
type calcium carbonate, which are also sparingly soluble at the neutral/high pH range. As 
already mentioned, the surface accumulation of calcium has been well established in 
surface ripened cheeses (Tansman et al. 2017c, b). Carbon dioxide content of cheese 
ripening spaces can reach high levels (Picque et al. 2006), which can dissolve into the water 
phase at the cheese surface. At high enough concentration, these components exceed 
solubility thresholds and crystallize out. Of special note is the formation of metastable 
ikaite, which has rarely been seen in nature (Rysgaard et al. 2012). Ikaite and calcite are 
known to transform into each other depending on reaction conditions, and the presence of 
phosphate can stabilize metastable ikaite (Hu et al. 2014). It is possible that the surface 
smear of washed rind cheeses presents an optimal environment for ikaite to form. More 
research is needed to determine if that’s the case. 
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Brushite crystals are likely the easiest to account for on the surface of washed rind 
cheeses. Calcium and phosphate are major structural components of the casein matrix 
(Lucey and Fox 1993), and undergo the aforementioned radial migration. Brushite is also 
insoluble in the pH range of many washed rind cheeses (Arifuzzaman and Rohani 2004). 
While brushite is a metastable form of calcium phosphate, certain chemical kinetic 
conditions can encourage its formation, such as concentration of ions and pH (Arifuzzaman 
and Rohani 2004). Tyrosine crystals were found on only one sample (Cheese N). While 
this crystal type has not been identified previously on soft washed rind cheese, it commonly 
occurs in Grana-style cheeses (Tansman et al. 2015). A consequence of the surface 
microbiota’s proteolytic behavior could be the accumulation of free amino acids (Brennan 
et al. 2002), such as tyrosine. High concentration of free tyrosine, coupled with its low 
solubility at neutral/alkaline pH (Hitchcock 1924), may explain its presence. However, it 
is unclear why tyrosine was only found on one sample. A possible explanation may be the 
specific microbial metabolism of Cheese N resulted in unusually high amounts of free 
tyrosine.  
Grittiness Threshold and Descriptive Sensory Analysis 
To the authors’ knowledge, surface grittiness in washed rind cheese has only been 
mentioned once in the dairy technology literature (Le Mens et al. 2000), but never 
associated with crystal growth. Although the occurrence of this attribute has not been 
thoroughly confirmed, it is a recognized attribute in the cheese industry. In order to 
accurately measure grittiness as a descriptive sensory attribute, a novel method was needed 
to establish reference samples for grittiness. Mixtures of vegetable shortening with 
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different grain sizes of sugar were used in the present work as anchor points (Table 11). 
Vegetable shortening was chosen rather than other dairy-containing matrices (i.e. cream 
cheese) due to its low moisture content, which ensured crystals did not dissolve over time. 
Sugar was chosen as the crystalline inclusion due to its mild sweet taste, which would not 
interfere with other common taste attributes associated with washed rind cheeses (e.g. salt 
and bitter). The descriptive panel agreed that these reference samples allowed for consistent 
grittiness evaluation, with minimal chance of carryover effects when used in conjunction 
with evaluating cheese samples.  
 Perceived grittiness varied by a large amount across the 24 samples evaluated in 
this study (Figure 12), from no grittiness to pronounced grittiness. Seven cheeses met the 
criteria for the absence of grittiness (Cheeses P, Q, K, H, V, L, and R). Coincidently, these 
seven cheeses had mean grittiness values below 0.5, whereas cheeses above the threshold 
had grittiness values of at least 1.5. Figure 12 indicates this threshold with a dashed line. 
In the present study, 71% of cheeses were considered gritty. This relatively high occurrence 
of grittiness confirms what anecdotal evidence suggests; that is, grittiness is a common 
sensorial attribute associated with soft washed rind cheeses. PCA of crystal metrics and 
grittiness data (Figure 11) indicate a strong association between crystal size and grittiness. 
Comparing the occurrence of grittiness to mean crystal size allows for an approximate 
estimate of the threshold size of crystals, above which grittiness could occur. Figure 13 
shows the mean size distribution (length and area) of crystals across all 24 cheese samples. 
The grittiness threshold is indicated with a dashed line, which occurred at approximately 
at 66μm and 2900 μm2. The grittiness threshold is indicated with a dashed line. The seven 
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cheeses that fell below the sensory threshold for grittiness also had the lowest mean crystal 
lengths and areas of the 24 surveyed cheeses. These crystal sizes serve as approximate size 
thresholds, and mean crystal values at or above this level would likely result in gritty 
cheese. It’s important to note that results from a descriptive panel don’t necessarily equate 
to how consumers perceive grittiness. Further studies are needed to determine at what 
crystal size consumers perceive grittiness, and at what grittiness intensity are cheeses 
considered objectionable.   
Other trends of interest include the association between ammonia aroma and 
surface pH, as well as ammonia aroma and salty taste (Figure 11). These metrics were 
major contributors to PC 1 and PC 2. There was a strong, highly significant positive 
correlation between ammonia aroma and surface pH (r=0.79; P<0.0001). This is an 
expected result since surface ammonia production is considered a main cause of rind 
alkalinization (McSweeney 2004). The relationship between ammonia aroma and salty 
taste showed a moderate, very significant positive correlation (r=0.60; P=0.002). This 
indicates that ammonia aroma might have altered the perception of saltiness as perceived 
by the panelists. Aroma is known to influence taste perception and can increase saltiness 
intensity depending on the context (Lawrence et al. 2009, 2011). This could be the case for 
ammonia aroma and perceived saltiness of washed rind cheeses, and this potential 
relationship warrants further study.  
Occurrence of Grittiness  
Grittiness occurring at a crystal size threshold of approximately 66um is in-line 
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with thresholds established in other products. Grittiness in ice cream is caused by ice 
crystals that exceed 45μm (Goff and Hartel 2013). Hough et al. (1990) found sandiness 
occurred in Dulce de Leche when lactose crystals were in the size range of 45μm to 105μm, 
depending on the number of crystals. The sensory perception of grittiness is a complex 
physiological phenomenon. Particle size, shape, hardness, and viscosity of dispersion 
medium can influence grittiness perception (Engelen et al. 2005).  
 For cheeses above the grittiness threshold, grittiness was highly correlated with 
crystal length and crystal area (Table 15). Pearson correlation coefficients for grittiness and 
crystal length and crystal area were 0.927 and 0.957, respectively. Both of these 
correlations also had high statistical significance (P<0.001). Of note is a higher correlation 
of crystal area to grittiness, compared to crystal length and grittiness. This might indicate 
that capturing crystal size data in two dimensions better represents how it is perceived in a 
three-dimensional context (i.e. sensory evaluation). A downside of this approach is the 
necessity to employ image analysis, which requires advanced training of personnel. One-
dimensional measurements (e.g. length, diameter) can be gathered directly by the 
experimenter, using a microscope and calibrated ocular. Looking at PCA and correlation 
coefficients, crystal circularity was poorly associated with grittiness (r=-0.341; P=0.181). 
This could indicate crystal shape was not a causative factor for grittiness occurrence, and 
crystal size played a much larger role.  
 A chi-square test was employed in order to gauge if crystal type had a large 
influence on grittiness perception (Table 16). The presence of each crystal type, along with 
grittiness occurrence, was coded in a binary format (i.e. yes or no) for each of the 23 
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cheeses that contained crystals. Phi-coefficients and likelihood ratio probabilities were 
determined for the influence of ikaite, calcite, brushite, and struvite on grittiness. Tyrosine 
was not used due to it occurring in only one sample. Each crystal type had relatively low 
phi-coefficients (<0.3) indicating small effect sizes across the various crystal types. This 
could indicate that grittiness will occur regardless of crystal type, and that crystal size is a 
larger determining factor. The occurrence of multiple crystals types in a single product is 
unique in the dairy product landscape. Understanding the dynamic relationship between 
crystal type and crystal growth rate would aid in determining how to control potential 
grittiness, and warrants further study.  
CONCLUSION 
The present work indicates surface-situated crystals are common to the soft washed rind 
cheese category. These crystals induce a grittiness sensory sensation, which is largely 
influenced by crystal size. Further research is needed to determine how crystal growth can 
be controlled in a deliberate fashion, and tailored to prevent grittiness. Crystals are 
composed of major structural minerals, and manipulating their growth dynamics could aid 
in controlling texture development, such as softening and liquefaction.  
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Table 11. Attribute lexicon used for descriptive sensory analysis. . 
Attribute Definition Technique References (0-15 scale) 
Ammonia 
Aroma 
Aroma associate with 
NH3 and surface 
microbe metabolism 
Open sample container, 
waft for 3 seconds 
0 = water 
5 = 2.5% ammonia solution1 
10 = 10% ammonia solution 
Grittiness 
The size of the small, 
firm particulates which 
don’t dissolve 
immediately upon 
manipulation in the 
mouth 
Place sample with rind 
positioned against 
molars, upon the first 
chew where grittiness is 
perceived, chew two 
more times. Average the 
grittiness felt during 
chewing 
0 = cream cheese2 
8 = 75g vegetable shortening3 
mixed with 3g super-fine sugar4 
12 = 75g vegetable shortening 
mixed with 3g granulated sugar5 
Bitter 
Basic taste elicited by 
caffeine 
Assess the taste of the 
rind 
0 = water 
1.5 = 0.015% caffeine6 solution 
4.0 = 0.030% caffeine solution 
7.5 = 0.050% caffeine solution 
9.0 = 0.075% caffeine solution 
Acid 
Basic taste elicited by 
lactic acid 
Assess the taste of the 
cheese body 
0 = water 
4 = 0.075% lactic acid7 solution 
8 = 0.100% lactic acid solution 
Salt 
Basic taste elicited by 
sodium chloride 
Assess the taste of the 
rind 
0 = water 
2 = 0.25% NaCl8 solution 
5 = 0.50% NaCl solution 
11 = 1.00% NaCl solution 
1Hannaford Ammonia Clear; Delhaize Group, Brussels, Belgium 
2Philadelphia Cream Cheese; Kraft Heinz, Chicago, IL 
3Crisco Vegetable Shortening; J.M. Smucker Company, Orrville, OH 
4Domino Superfine Sugar; American Sugar Refining, Inc., West Palm Beach, FL  
5Domino Granulated Sugar; American Sugar Refining, Inc., West Palm Beach, FL  
6Caffeine Powder (USP/FCC); Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH 
7Lactic Acid (88% Liquid); Nelson-Jameson, Marshfield, WI 





Table 12. Production location and compositional information of cheeses surveyed in this 
study. Means and standard deviations (SD) are results from triplicate measurements from 
duplicate wheels of cheese. 
Cheese Production Location 
Surface pH Moisture Content (%) 
Mean SD Mean SD 
A Vermont, USA 7.23 0.16 47.6 0.39 
B New York, USA 8.03 0.19 44.8 0.80 
C Virginia, USA 7.28 0.02 48.0 0.69 
D Vermont, USA 7.91 0.11 51.3 0.13 
E Vermont, USA 7.70 0.12 53.8 0.30 
F Vermont, USA 6.96 0.07 47.9 0.89 
G California, USA 6.49 0.09 46.9 0.49 
H Wisconsin, USA 7.18 0.09 45.9 0.76 
I Minnesota, USA 7.67 0.06 47.3 0.11 
J Wisconsin, USA 7.53 0.03 49.1 0.83 
K California USA 7.45 0.05 47.8 0.14 
L Indiana, USA 7.66 0.08 52.6 0.13 
M New York, USA 7.98 0.09 49.7 0.20 
N Colorado, USA 7.50 0.01 50.4 0.35 
O Colorado, USA 7.58 0.04 40.2 0.14 
P Indiana, USA 7.67 0.16 53.2 0.35 
Q France 7.19 0.08 48.6 0.08 
R France 7.19 0.01 54.5 0.20 
S Italy 7.10 0.03 50.5 0.37 
T Italy 7.32 0.05 52.9 0.78 
U France 7.12 0.04 49.4 0.12 
V France 6.63 0.11 46.3 0.08 
W Spain 6.82 0.05 53.2 0.09 
X Germany 6.64 0.04 48.1 0.19 
HSD1  0.36  1.84  






Table 13. Summary of PLM data (crystal length, crystal area, circularity) and PXRD 




Crystal Area (μm2) Circularity Crystal Types 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD PXRD PLM3 
A 161.93 47.2 14336.10 5604.0 0.758 0.059 Ikaite, Struvite Ikaite, Struvite 
B 103.36 9.7 7737.09 1174.9 0.847 0.006 Struvite * 








E 491.63 113.0 132371.38 39588.7 0.671 0.049 Ikaite, Struvite Ikaite, Struvite 








H 48.85 14.0 1511.81 712.8 0.844 0.041 Ikaite, Struvite Struvite 
I 133.73 6.2 10541.91 605.6 0.815 0.007 Struvite Struvite 




K 65.53 10.8 2912.76 752.1 0.903 0.012 Struvite Struvite 
L 34.83 4.2 888.01 157.9 0.958 0.017 Ikaite, Struvite Struvite 












P - - - - - - ND2 ND 
Q 27.23 1.6 532.83 96.6 0.887 0.006 Ikaite, Struvite Struvite 
R 33.47 3.3 728.96 146.7 0.848 0.015 Ikaite, Struvite Ikaite, Struvite 
S 192.58 42.7 20211.37 6361.8 0.747 0.051 Ikaite Ikaite, Struvite 
T 181.92 5.7 21442.45 695.5 0.798 0.007 Struvite Ikaite, Struvite 
U 86.08 15.0 5265.65 1341.7 0.800 0.007 Struvite, Calcite Struvite 
V 48.58 2.2 1644.98 179.0 0.867 0.000 Struvite * 
W 443.61 142.1 140537.66 86623.9 0.808 0.028 Ikaite, Struvite * 
X 465.48 73.3 152602.10 39580.2 0.822 0.002 Struvite, Brushite Struvite 
HSD1 437.96  106254  0.144    
1Means that differ by HSD within each column are significantly different (P<0.05) 
2No crystals detected 
3Crystals identified via polarized light microscopy methodology as described in Chapter 2. 




 Table 14. Summary of descriptive sensory analysis data. Data are the means and standard 
deviations (SD) of panel duplicates. 
Cheese 
Ammonia Aroma Grittiness Bitter Acid Salt 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
A 3.94 0.08 2.56 0.16 9.11 0.39 3.69 0.35 4.22 0.63 
B 8.47 0.20 1.64 1.30 6.42 1.37 2.89 0.47 5.56 0.00 
C 2.94 0.08 3.37 0.57 5.89 1.81 3.81 0.82 3.94 0.86 
D 7.47 0.51 3.06 1.10 9.03 1.06 4.06 0.55 5.75 0.20 
E 6.72 0.24 3.94 0.63 5.69 0.27 3.81 0.04 5.89 0.31 
F 3.08 0.98 7.36 0.43 6.00 0.47 3.17 0.24 3.89 0.31 
G 2.44 0.47 2.83 0.55 3.94 0.08 3.00 0.47 5.28 0.24 
H1 3.83 0.39 0.11 0.00 3.42 0.12 2.42 0.27 4.42 0.04 
I 4.89 0.16 1.78 0.79 8.17 0.55 4.22 0.47 3.78 0.31 
J 7.39 0.24 3.72 1.65 6.64 0.59 5.22 1.41 6.67 0.00 
K1 4.75 0.12 0.11 0.00 3.53 0.20 4.03 0.27 4.72 0.00 
L1 4.56 0.16 0.22 0.16 2.61 0.16 5.17 0.55 7.00 0.79 
M 7.28 0.08 2.67 0.47 5.06 0.55 4.39 0.08 6.36 0.12 
N 4.56 0.16 1.92 0.27 3.57 0.81 5.72 0.24 6.56 0.16 
O 4.64 0.51 3.61 0.55 2.58 0.35 5.36 0.12 6.72 0.16 
P1 7.36 0.82 0.00 0.00 7.00 0.94 5.06 0.86 5.86 0.27 
Q1 5.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 1.89 4.67 0.47 6.17 0.35 
R1 6.67 0.24 0.42 0.59 9.21 0.18 3.00 0.24 6.50 0.47 
S 2.25 0.59 2.13 0.18 1.42 0.24 3.17 0.24 3.67 0.24 
T 4.00 0.00 2.04 1.24 2.33 0.71 3.75 0.12 5.46 0.41 
U 5.75 1.77 1.58 0.35 7.83 0.47 2.92 0.59 3.67 0.00 
V1 1.08 0.12 0.17 0.00 1.46 0.77 4.58 1.30 2.67 0.24 
W 4.92 0.35 5.46 0.65 3.63 0.06 4.67 0.94 5.67 0.24 
X 1.58 0.12 5.33 1.18 3.67 0.24 4.88 0.41 4.67 0.47 
HSD2 2.12  2.87  3.16  2.43  1.49  
1Cheeses with grittiness intensity below sensory threshold. (i.e. At least 75% of panelists indicated 
“0” for grittiness intensity) 





Table 15. Pearson correlation coefficients and correlation probabilities (in parentheses below) of 
crystal size/shape data and grittiness sensory intensity for cheeses above grittiness threshold. 
Measurement Grittiness Crystal Length Crystal Area Crystal Circularity 
Grittiness 
1.000 0.927 0.957 -0.341 
(<0.001) (<0.001) (<0.001) (0.181) 
Crystal Length 
0.927 1.000 0.922 -0.487 
(<0.001) (<0.001) (<0.001) (0.048) 
Crystal Area 
0.957 0.922 1.000 -0.287 
(<0.001) (<0.001) (<0.001) (0.264) 
Crystal 
Circularity 
-0.341 -0.487 -0.287 1.000 







Table 16. Chi-square test results: phi-coefficients and (significance 
probabilities). 
 Ikaite Calcite Brushite Struvite 
Grittiness 
0.037 0.273 0.178 0.127 









Figure 9. An example PXRD pattern captured from crystals isolated from cheese E. Characteristic 
peaks of ikaite and struvite are marked with squares and triangles, respectively. AU=arbitrary units. 























Figure 10. Polarized light micrographs of crystals isolated from cheese smear material. Presumptive 
crystals of ikaite (solid arrows) and struvite (hollow arrows) are shown. Panel A contains crystals 
high in circularity (rounder crystals) while panel B contains crystals lower in circularity (more boxy 









Figure 11. Principal component analysis (PCA) bipot of cheese compositional data, sensory data, and 







Figure 12. Mean grittiness scores for cheeses used in this study. Error bars show one standard 
deviation from mean. Cheeses with grittiness value below sensory threshold had at least 75% of 






Figure 13. Mean crystal area and mean crystal length measurements for cheeses used in this study. 
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APPENDIX B: SUPPLEMENTARY PCA FIGURES 
 
Figure 14. Contribution of variables to PC 1. Red line indicates 10% contribution. 
 
 




Figure 16. Contribution of variables to PC 3. Red line indicates 10% contribution. 
 
 
Figure 17. Contribution of variables to PC 4. Red line indicates 10% contribution. 
 
